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PREFACE
In the world of biomechanics, research inspiration can
come from the strangest of places. For me, it was my cat
Murphy. Murphy, a rambunctious kitty of 3 years, de-
cided that the microfiber blanket he was laying on smelled
tasty. In an attempt to lick the fuzzy blanket, he got his
tongue stuck in the microfiber loops. As I detangled this
poor, trapped cat, tongue lolling out of his mouth, I asked
myself “How does a sandpaper-like tongue get trapped on
a blanket?”. Luckily, we had a dissected cat tongue back
in the lab freezer, which I soon stuck under a microscope.
Behold, the tongue was not like sandpaper, but more like
a collection of tiny cat claws on the surface. Why were
these spines shaped like cat claws, and why did there ap-
pear to be a tiny cavity at the tip of each spine? My exploration into the world of cat tongues provided
extraordinary experiences, from holding a snow leopard tongue to handling exotic feline furs from the early
1900’s in the Museum of Comparative Biology in a Harvard basement. Sticky, speedy frog tongues were
equally as compelling. Studying the frog took me to places such as Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta Botanical Gardens,
The Amphibian Foundation, and even a chinese supermarket. Hours were spent scraping 18 frog tongues
for a tiny sample of frog saliva for testing. I was even afforded the opportunity to film the tongue of a
monsterous cane toad named Princess. It is my hope that my work on animal tongues may inspire the next
generation of scientists and engineers to explore unorthodox topics both critically and creatively.
Before we begin, I would like to provide a prelude to my thesis. I wrote this short comic on tongue biome-
chanics as a way to communicate science to the general public. It summarizes the many fascinating results
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SUMMARY
The tongue is a soft muscle capable of grabbing different prey items through variations in tongue roughness
and saliva coatings. In this thesis, I present two extremes of tongue surfaces: smooth frog tongues coated
in sticky saliva, and rough feline tongues covered in rigid spiny microstructures. Frogs use a combination
of their viscoelastic saliva and soft tongue tissue to adhere to and retract prey in less than 0.1 seconds. I
conduct a subsequent study on 6 species of feline tongues, from lions to tigers to housecats. The hollow,
rigid spines on the cat tongue aid in cleaning and detangling of fur by distributing saliva. The spines are
anisotropic in direction, allowing for easy removal of fur from the tongue. Using CT scans of the cat tongue
spines, I develop a flexible, 3D-printed cat tongue mimic, which is found to de-tangle fur with less force than





The motivation behind this thesis is to understand how variations in tongue epithelial structures and fluids
enhance grip functionality. The tongue may provide inspiration to the field of robotics, where gripping
manipulators are often designed around a known singular object. Current robotic manipulators often use
rigid components to operate with high precision and strength, such as those in car factories. However,
these “hard robotic” systems are not suitable for interaction with humans or fragile objects. Within the
past decade, there has been a growing interest in a new field of robotics, called soft robotics. Soft robotics
looks to use compliant materials that can simultaneously sense and transport objects, with the ability to
adapt to dynamic environments. The primary difficulty in soft robotics is that there are no governing
equations of motion, and many systems experience high deformations if moved too quickly or during impact
with targets. Additionally, gripping an object can involve numerous degrees of freedom, making controlled
movement difficult6,7. While these restrictions may be troublesome for manmade materials, nature has
evolved countless soft appendages that can move and grip, as evident in the diversity of animal tongues.
A critical challenge in soft robotics is movement. Soft systems must rely primarily on pneumatics or
hydraulics, making them powerful but limited in speed and multidirectional control. As shown in Figure
1, a chameleon tongue can actuate at speeds nearly an order of magnitude faster than current soft robotic
manipulators8–17. Tongue movements, in particular the inertial and ballistic projectors found in amphibians
and reptiles, are capable of providing high speed, strength, and precision. Debray18 and Hatakeyama19
mimicked the chameleon tongue projection using a combination of a solenoid and elastic band. The recent
development of additive manufacturing and silicone casting processes may make other tongue-inspired robots
possible. A spiralized muscle could be replicated to simulate the radial contraction found in ballistic tongues,
and could introduce a new field of high-speed soft projectors. Future tongue inspired robots may rely on
technologies such as shape memory alloy to mimic muscle fibers20, or fluidic elastomer actuators to simulate
high-speed response in fish muscles14.
Figure 1: Actuation speeds for current soft robotic systems, which use pneumatic and hydraulic actuation
methods. The chameleon tongue (as shown in orange) actuates 10 times faster than the GoQBot, the fastest
recorded soft robot.
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Another challenge in soft robotics is grip. Previous investigators have developed soft robotic manipulators
that mimic flexible biological gripping systems such as the elephant trunk21 and octopus arm22. Some
grippers, such as the granular jammer23, conform to highly textured surfaces through vacuum pressure.
However, these systems rely primarily on applied frictional force, which can be difficult to control and
may require knowledge on object shape and texture. Beyond friction-based grip, there has been a growing
interest in bioadhesives and their applications. Adhesion to highly textured surfaces is a challenge, even for
commercial tapes and glues. Vertebrate tongues have evolved many ways to grip surfaces, from using saliva
adhesives to rough, sandpaper-like skin to sharp spines. While many of the biological features of tongues
have been described, there lacks a theoretical framework that unifies the variety of tongues under a single
goal, that of enhancing grip.
In this thesis, we ask the question: how can the contact surface of a soft robotic gripper be altered to
provide grip? We turn to the vertebrate tongue for inspiration, a muscle with epithelial structures as diverse
as the tongue functions themselves. We begin this investigation by exploring saliva-mediated adhesion found
on the frog tongue, followed by a study on wetting and grooming enhanced by spiny microstructures on the
cat tongue. We wrap up our investigation with an overview of other bioadhesives, and various tools invented
during the thesis. Throughout these topics, we perform scaling analyses of morphological characteristics,
kinematic observations, and theoretical modeling rooted in fluid mechanics. We close with a discussion of
implications of our work and future directions.
1.2 Background
We begin with a broad background of vertebrate tongues, followed by a more detailed focus on prey capture
with amphibian tongues and grooming with cat tongues.
1.2.1 The wide world of tongues
Well before the age of soft robotics, the vertebrate tongue had long intrigued anatomists. Human tongue tis-
sue, like heart tissue, consists of bundles of muscle fibers bound by connective tissue into a three-dimensional
array; it is because of this unique combination of radial and longitudinal bundles that one can peel off the
fibers of a bovine steak but not the bovine tongue24. Doran and Baggett25 classified mammalian tongues
into two types, intra-oral and extra-oral. An intra-oral tongue is used primarily during mastication for sat-
urating food with saliva. An extra-oral tongue is used for prey capture and food manipulation outside the
oral cavity.
Extra-oral tongues accomplish a range of feats; for example, the giant palm salamander can spit out its
tongue 50 times faster than the duration of a human eye blink26, whereas the anteater navigates its sticky,
60-cm snake-like tongue into termite mounds27. How does the tongue differ between these two extreme
scenarios? For both cases, the tongue must extend, yet herein lies the problem - the tongue comprises of
biological muscle that can only contract. To solve this problem, the vertebrate tongue has evolved to convert
contractive shortening into tongue elongation through four distinct mechanisms: mechanical pulling, inertial
elongation, ballistic projection, and hydrostatic elongation28,29, which I discuss in turn.
Mechanical pulling [Figure 2A] is employed primarily by amphibians such as frogs and toads. Such
animals have a unique anatomy: in most mammals, the tongue is attached to the throat, but in frogs and
toads, it is attached to the front of the lower jaw. Frogs and toads use this attachment point to propel the
tongue like a mousetrap. The tongue rotates out of the mouth owing to the longitudinal shortening of the
genioglossus muscle, the primary contraction muscle in the tongue. Since the tongue rotation speeds are slow
and the centripetal forces minimal, the tongue unfortunately shrinks as much as 60% of its resting length.
To compensate for this shortening, animals with mechanical pulling tongues will lunge their body forward
to reach prey28.
Inertial elongation [Figure 2B] is also used by frogs and toads. It is similar to mechanical pulling in
that the genioglossus muscle contracts and causes the tongue to swing outward. In addition, the frog rapidly
drops its jaw, giving the tongue an additional boost of speed30, reaching velocities of 4 m/s. Jaw-dropping
rates in inertial systems can reach 3700 deg/s, as we found in the frog Rana pipiens, twice the rate found
in frogs that use mechanical pulling such as Ascaphus truei 1, which can reach 1800 deg/s. This additional
speed causes the tongue to lengthen, eliminating the need for body lunging.
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Figure 2: Tongue projection mechanisms. (A) Mechanical pulling, as seen in the Tailed Frog Ascaphus
truei 1. As the genioglossus muscle contracts, the tongue rotates forward. (B) Inertial elongation, as seen
in the Northern Leopard Frog Rana pipiens. Rapid jaw opening and contraction of the genioglossus muscle
causes the tongue to rotate forward and elongate. (C) Ballistic projection, as seen in the Plethodontid
salamander. Muscles organized in a spiral array contract over a thin horseshoe-shaped cartilage to propel
the tongue at high speeds. (D) Hydrostatic elongation, as seen in humans. Longitudinal and radial muscle
fibers contract to extend the tongue.
All 160 species of chameleons and a number of species of salamanders have evolved unique ballistic projec-
tion mechanisms capable of generating tongue accelerations up to 50 times gravity17,26,31. The plethodontid
“lungless” salamander tongue uses two spiral arrays of protractor muscles to compress the needle-like arms
of a horseshoe-shaped cartilage skeleton. The skeleton folds medially as it and the surrounding soft, sticky
tissue is projected out of the mouth [Figure 2C]. Chameleons extend their tongues using an energy storage-
and-release mechanism. Cylindrical connective tissue sheaths are longitudinally loaded around a central
cartilaginous bone; upon release, the loaded sheaths slide over the tip of this bone, projecting both the
sheaths and the surrounding soft, sticky tissue. Mammals, to be discussed next, have a comparably more
mundane technique called hydrostatic elongation.
In a review, Kier32 described many vertebrate tongues as boneless muscular-hydrostats, composed nearly
entirely of muscle that maintains an essentially constant volume. When the tongue is extended, this motion is
called hydrostatic elongation. These tongues possess both longitudinal and radial muscle fibers, allowing for
a high degree of motion control33 [Figure 2D]. Tongues of this type share properties with octopus arms and
elephant trunks. These muscles elongate by taking advantage of their incompressibility, and transmit force
through internal pressure. Contraction of radial muscle causes the tongue to shrink in diameter but extend
in length. For a cylindrical tongue of diameter D and length L, the volume may be written V = π4D
2L.
Since volume is conserved, we can write 0 = dV/dL = 2πDL+πD2dL/dD, and therefore dL/dD = −2L/D.
This constraint between tongue diameter and length makes certain tongue shapes able to extend more than
others. A thin cylindrical tongue, like that of an anteater, elongates farther for a smaller decrease in diameter
than a short, yet wide, tongue. Conversely, when the muscle is relaxed, the tongue is relatively short and
can be conveniently stored without interfering with the upper throat.
Each of the aforementioned mechanisms is associated with tongues of different length. Tongue length
is measured from tongue tip to point of attachment [Figure 3A]. The relationship between tongue resting
length and body mass is shown in Figure 3B using data gathered from 12 different literature sources1,27,34–43
as well as our own measurements, for over 70 species. Tongues of cow, coyote, Great Dane domestic dog,
human, racoon, giant otter, fox, mink, rabbit, ring tail cat, hamster, rat, and squirrel are gathered from
Zoo Atlanta, a local dissection lab, and a local supermarket. If tongues are received frozen, they are first
defrosted before measuring resting lengths. For mechanical and inertial mechanisms, there is insufficient
recorded tongue lengths to plot a trend accurately. Excluding the outliers (anteater, tube-lipped nectar bat,
and pangolin), the tongue length for ballistic and hydrostatic mechanisms scales as:
Lballistic = 73M
0.26(R2 = 0.73, N = 23), (1)
Lhydrostatic = 33M
0.35(R2 = 0.81, N = 30). (2)
As can be shown by the exponents (0.26 and 0.35), the tongues of at least hydrostatic projectors have a
resting length which scales closely with body mass approximately to the 1/3 power, satisfying isometry.
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Figure 3: Feeding mechanics linked with tongue geometry. (A) Schematic diagram of a tongue.
Resting length L is measured from the point of attachment to the tip of the tongue. The increase in tongue
length ∆L. (B) The relationship between resting tongue length L and body mass, M . Included are the four
tongue projection mechanisms defined in Figure 2: mechanical pulling (purple star F), inertial projection
(red circle •), hydrostatic projection (black inverted triangle 5) and ballistic projection (blue square ).
(C) Stretch percentage across four tongue projection groups. Stretch percentage for ballistic projection (blue
square) reaches well over three times that of inertial projection.
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Figure 4: Whip-like motion found in hyper-redundant appendages. (A) Multiple exposures of a
bullwhip exhibiting propagating waves during motion, kinematically similar to (B) an octopus arm and (C)
inertial tongue projection in the frog Rana pipiens. Photo credit: (A) Youtube (user WorldWideWhips),
and (B) Sumbre et. al 20012.
Isometry, a property where body parts have constant proportions across body sizes, is shared by a variety of
animals from cockroaches to humans44. Across a 100,000-fold change in mass, the tongue length increases
nearly thirty-fold, nearly as expected by isometry. The factor of two difference in pre-factor for Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2) is likely due to the different kinds of muscle tissue employed for each mechanism. For example,
ballistic tongues are covered with a thick and soft epithelial tissue.
Several animals with hydrostatic tongues do not follow the same pre-factor, including the tube-lipped
nectar bat Anoura fistulata, the pangolin Manis javanica, and the anteater Myrmecophaga tridactyla. The
tube-lipped nectar bat drinks nectar from the flower Centropogon nigricans using a tongue that is 50% longer
than its body, the longest tongue relative to body length of any mammal. The anteater and pangolin utilize
snake-like tongues to gather ants and termites from insect holes. These three unique animals have specialized
tongues that are detached from the hyoid bone27,39,45, which is typically used for tongue articulation and
swallowing. This adaptation allows these animals to store their extra-long tongues deep within their chest
cavity. These three animals fit their own trend: Lhydrostatic outliers = 177M
0.32(R2 = 0.36, N = 3), which
still follows isometry but involves tongue lengths six times longer than other hydrostatic tongues. Such
adaptations demonstrate the substantial evolutionary pressures to lengthen the tongue.
A tongue that can stretch out to reach food has a higher chance of catching prey. Utilizing Kiers theory





where L is the resting tongue length, and ∆L is the increase in tongue length [Figure 3A]. A stretch per-
centage of 100% means that the tongue does not change in length. Using data gathered from literature17 and
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YouTube videos to estimate ∆L, the tongue stretch percentage across vertebrates can be seen in Figure 3C.
As shown by the black and red points in the plot, hydrostatic and inertial tongues have stretch percentages
ranging from 130% to 250%. In contrast, the mechanical pulling tongue, shown by the purple point, shrinks
during muscle contraction. For ballistic mechanisms, which rely on layers of sheathed tissue that extend like
a telescope, the stretch percentage can reach well above 800%, as shown by the blue point representing a
chameleon Trioceros jacksonii xantholophus.
Nishikawa first mentioned the frog tongue follows a nearly straight line from mouth to prey28, which
may help the frog to accurately target its prey. The same straight-line motion appears to be the case for the
tip of a bullwhip and an octopus arm, other whip-like mechanisms that reach their targets quickly [Figure
4]. An octopus arm can unfurl along a single plane to snag prey with its suckers. Bullwhips exhibit a
propagation of curling waves, ending in the high end-tip velocity and the well-known supersonic crack46.
While the octopus arm and frog tongue appear similar in kinematics, the mechanisms by which they unravel
are quite different. To unfurl its arm, the octopus employs a wave of muscle activation from the arms base to
tip, likely to overcome the large drag forces in the water47. In contrast, the frog tongue stretches passively
during unraveling41, with the ability to extend in length from 36mm to 49mm, a stretch percentage of
130%. Other papers have noted stretch percentages of 180% for inertial elongators such as the Bufo marinus
species28,30. This elastic stretching of the tongue also aids in tongue withdrawal, with the tissue springing
back like a bungee cord, requiring less effort from the hyoglossus retractor muscle. Despite the differences
in tissue extensibility, the bullwhip, octopus arm, and frog tongue are all able to project along a straight
line with speed and precision; the comparable shape in which these different systems unravel deserves future
investigation.
How does a frog tongues stretch relate to its material properties? During inertial tongue projection,
rotational kinetic energy Uk from rapid jaw opening is transferred into elastic potential energy Ue. When
the tongue is fully extended, there likely remains some kinetic energy in the form of waves along the tongue.
We assume a bounding case of complete transfer to elastic energy, Uk = Ue The elastic potential energy in
the tongue tissue may be written as Ue =
EA0∆L
2
2L , where E is the Youngs modulus and A0 is the tongue
cross-sectional area. Rotational kinetic energy (Uk) can be calculated from high-speed videos. To maximize
the tongue reach, ∆L, for a fixed amount of kinetic energy, the Youngs modulus (E) should be as low as
possible. In other words, to stretch far, the tongue should be soft.
Softness of materials is characterized by the materials stiffness or Youngs modulus: the lower the Youngs
modulus, the easier it is to stretch the tissue. The Young’s modulus is defined as the ratio of stress over
strain to deform a material, and is valid for small deformations, where force necessarily changes linearly with
displacement. Beyond this linear regime, the Youngs modulus must be used with care because biological
tissue is often anisotropic and viscoelastic in nature. As detailed by McKee48, tissue stiffness can span
several orders of magnitude based on the direction and location that it is measured. In addition, the Youngs
modulus of a tissue can vary between vivo or ex vivo, due to muscle activation by the animal.
The two most common ways to measure Young’s modulus are by tensile stretching and indentation. Ten-
sile stretching involves measuring the bulk muscle stiffness in a singular direction, while whereas indentation
involves measuring the surface stiffness of skin (known as the epithelial tissue stiffness). For example, within
the elastic regime at low deformations, the human tongue has an estimated bulk Youngs modulus of 294
kPa49 and an epithelial Youngs modulus of 15.2 ± 3.9 kPa, which we measured using flat-plate indentation
ex vivo. Thus, the tongue epithelial tissue is nearly 20 times softer than the bulk tissue. It is this notably
different epithelial tissue that we explore in further sections.
Food can often be slippery, furry, or just plain hard to reach. To propel food into the mouth, animals
are often aided by teeth, hands, paws, or lips. The tongue also has a dazzling array of prehensile functions.
More notable work on tongue functionality includes studies on cat lapping by Reis et al.43, dog lapping by
Crompton and Musinsky50, and tongue sensing through papillae deformation51. Historically, the tongue has
received little attention as a manipulator, and instead has been regarded as an organ of taste or mastication.
However, the skin of the tongue, known as the epithelial tissue, can be altered to help adhere to foods
and fluids52. The epithelial surface of the tongue is covered in microstructures called papillae, as shown in
Figure 5A-F. The two dominant types of papillae are fungiform and filiform. Fungiform papillae often take
the shape of discs or mushrooms, and contain high concentrations of nerve endings and taste buds; due to
the low density of fungiform papillae on the tongue, they are not considered to aid in grip. In this thesis,
we focus primarily on the filiform papillae, which hereon will be referred to simply as papillae. Using data
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Figure 5: A tongue’s surface projections, or papillae, range over 3 orders of magnitude in
length. Papillae photographs (left) and schematics (right) of (A) nestling penguin Aptenodytes fosteri, (B)
domestic cat Felis catus, (C) cow Bos taurus, (D) deer Odocoileus virginianus, (E) pig Sus domesticus, and
(F) frog Lithobates catesbeianus, arranged from the longest to shortest papillae. Rigid papillae (A-D) tilt
towards the throat, whereas soft papillae (E-F) do not. (G) Papillae length linked with grip technique. Large,
rigid papillae (black square ) greater than 1 mm are used for grip and tissue penetration. Soft papillae
smaller than 1 mm are used for holding saliva on the tongue to enhance food saturation (red triangle 4)
and adhesion (blue diamond ). (G, inset) Papillae length Lpapillae measured from tongue surface to papilla
tip. Photo credit: (A) Pablo Tubaro and Yolie Davies, Bernardino Rivadavia Natural Sciences Argentine
Museum.
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from literature51,53–61 along with our own measurements, we find that papillae sizes range over three orders
of magnitude [Figure 5G] and can have varying levels of keratinization, with some as rigid as fingernails.
Large, rigid papillae are more than 1 mm long and help improve grip, like the claws on a cat. In contrast,
papillae from 10 to 500 micron lengths are softer and are primarily used to hold saliva on the surface of the
tongue, enhancing saturation and lubrication of food. Small papillae can also grip onto viscous saliva, which
in turn helps the tongues of insectivores to adhere to prey.
1.2.2 Adhesion from small, soft papillae and viscous saliva
Although tongues of human, pig, and frog appear smooth, microscopy reveals that these tongues are covered
in tiny, flexible papilla of lengths much less than 1 mm. The primary purpose of such short papillae is
to hold saliva on the tongue. Saliva has a number of functions, including lubricating and protecting oral
tissue, aiding in taste, and providing enzymes to enhance food breakdown and digestion62. Without saliva,
food would be difficult to swallow and oral tissue would dry out, a risk for animals far from a water source.
Short papillae are not keratinized and act instead like a soft toothbrush, utilizing surface tension of saliva to
keep the tongue surface wet. The papillae may counteract the effects of evaporation and gravity that would
otherwise drain the tongue of its saliva.
The most widely used evaporation equation is one proposed by Carrier63, where the rate of evaporation
e from a pool of water scales as e ∼ AsVb∆PY . Intuitively, evaporation increases with the tongues exposed
surface area As and breathing velocity Vb, and decreases with the latent heat of evaporation of saliva Y ,
which has units of kJ/kg. To retain humidity, animals from frogs to mammals close their mouths. Opening
the mouth and letting the tongue hang out like dogs can help animals regulate heat. It is an open question
as to how papillae regulate evaporation. Papillae can increase evaporation if they extend beyond the height
of the saliva, increasing surface area, but these heights have yet to be measured in vivo.
At what point does gravity overcome surface tension and cause fluid to drain? The dimensionless Bond
number Bo measures the relative importance between gravitational forces which scale as ρgh0 and surface
tension forces which scale64 as σ/a where ρ and σ are the density and surface tension of the water (which we
assume to be near to saliva), g is gravitational acceleration, h0 is the height of the saliva within the array,
and a is the spacing between papillae. Surface tension can prevent drainage of the saliva if the Bond number








If we assume the saliva reaches the tips of the papillae, and papillae height and spacing is recorded at 0.25
mm and 0.1 mm respectively51, then the Bond number for saliva in human papillae is 0.003, meaning that
the papillae do an excellent job of keeping the saliva in place.
Although eating dry foods can absorb saliva, the tongue can easily wet itself again. The spreading of
saliva is driven by a process called imbibition, or rough wetting. It is defined as the motion of liquid through
a rough surface, such as fluid spreading in a paper towel. Imbibition is driven by a balance between capillary
pressure and viscous dissipation. Bico and Quere65 analyzed rough wetting, and developed the diffusion law












where θf is the contact angle on a flat surface, θc is the critical contact angle of imbibition, ν is the saliva
viscosity, and β is a numerical factor to adjust for the presence of texture. We will use Eq. (5) in Chapter 5
to model the spreading rates of saliva across the tongue surface. To ensure that the tongue does not dry out
during mastication, the saliva secretion rate must be greater than or equal to the saliva wicked into food.
Virot and Jung66 found that measured chewing frequency is greater than a limit set by saliva secretion rate
and food bolus size, suggesting that additional saliva may be secreted to ensure tongue desiccation does not
occur.
The function of saliva ranges from lubrication67 to adhesion, depending on the saliva viscosity. Saliva
is composed of many different ingredients, including electrolytes, proteins, enzymes, and mucins. It is the
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Figure 6: Saliva exhibits viscoelastic, shear-thinning properties. (A) Frog saliva from Rana pipiens,
pulled using forceps stretched between two plates, shows high fibrosity in the form of fluid threads. (B) Frog
saliva from Rana pipiens, stretch between two plates using the elongational rheomter Elo-Rheo. Fluid ribs
indicate high elasticity.
mucins that have the greatest effect on viscosity68. Mucins are high-molecular-weight long-chain glycopro-
teins - it is these proteins that also give saliva the stringy effect, or fibrosity, allowing long threads of saliva
to be stretched like hot cheese69, a characteristic of certain non-Newtonian fluids [Figure 6]. Such long
threads can commonly be seen in baby’s drool or when handling a frog tongue. Mucin also gives saliva
properties similar to those of paint, which is watery when spread with a brush, but solid-like when left on
walls. This property is called shear-thinning, where viscosity decreases with shear rate.
In this thesis, we focus our attention on the unique saliva and epithelial tissue of the frog tongue, both
which work together to act as a powerful adhesive. There are over 4,000 species of frog and toad that use
a sticky, whip-like tongue to grab prey faster than a human can blink70. There is no known commercial
mechanism that can match the grabbing speed of the frog tongue, let alone adhere to a highly textured
surface like a fly. One may think that the frog tongue succeeds in capturing only lightweight prey; however,
the frog tongue can pull up to 1.4 times the frogs body weight71. The tongue can adhere to surfaces that
are hairy, feathery, furry, and slippery prey, such as tarantulas, birds, mice, and even other frogs. Little is
known about the underlying physics that makes the tongue so sticky.
Frogs studies date back to the 1800’s, when Augustus Waller published a paper on the frog tongue nerves
and papillae3. Even then, Waller was fascinated with the soft, sticky nature of the frog tongue: “The
attention of physiologists was first directed by me to the peculiar advantages possessed by the tongue of the
living frog...the extreme elasticity and transparency of this organ induced me to submit it to the microscope”
[Figure 7]. Kleinteich and Gorb were the first to measure the frog tongue retraction force in the Horned
Frog Ceratophrys cranwelli ; the average adhesive strength was 3.01 ± 2.53 kPa with a maximum recorded
adhesive strength of 17.7 kPa. In the animal kingdom, these values are not the highest: the leaf beetle and
Tokay gecko have adhesive strengths of 16.5 kPa and 100 kPa, respectively72,73. However, adhesive strength
alone is not the most accurate indicator of stickiness. In our investigation, we also make clear the tongue’s
mechanism of adhesion. Kleintech postulated that the tongue acts like sticky tape or pressure sensitive
adhesive (PSA), a permanently tacky surface that adheres to substrates under light pressure55,71. We show
that the frog tongue acts more like a car’s shock absorber than a PSA; its viscoelastic nature enables rapidly
applied forces to be dissipated in the tongue tissue. The adhesivity of the tissue is due to the unique saliva,
which is able to flow into textured surfaces and grip firmly during tongue retraction.
The most challenging part of catching prey is keeping the prey on the tongue. In this phase, the tongue
accelerates back into the mouth using strong retraction muscles74. How does the prey remain stuck to
the tongue? Previous models of adhesion have considered soft surfaces (e.g., Sneddon75, Johnson-Kendall-
Roberts76 and Maugis77). These models consider adhesion in the context of surface energy and cannot be
applied here since our soft substrate is coated in a layer of viscous fluid. In this thesis, we model adhesion
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Figure 7: Augustus Waller and his study on frog papillae3. One of the earliest known papers to depict a
hand-drawing of a frog papillae.
using the Stefan adhesion equation, a thin film separation theory for viscous fluids, for both frog tongue
studies and fingertip sweat studies. This type of adhesion is also known as tack, and has been used to
analyze biological adhesives such as limpet pedal mucus78. Stefan79 performed the earliest work on tack,
where he measured the time required to separate two flat discs immersed in a viscous fluid at a constant
force. However, for the case of adhesives, we must consider the separation of two flat discs with a limited
element of fluid in between (rather than immersed in fluid). Dienes and Klemm80 re-derived the Stefan
equation for the case of a viscous fluid between two flat plates, where the radius of the specimen changes
with time due to the motion of plate separation (i.e. fluid volume is constant). This alternative Stefan









where µ is the fluid viscosity, R0 is the plate radius, h0 is the initial plate spacing, and h is the plate
spacing over time. As seen by Eq. (6), peak force occurs during initial separation. Additionally, force to
separate plates is directly dependent on the viscosity of the fluid: the more viscous the fluid, the harder it
is to separate the plates. It is important to note that Stefan adhesion is rooted in three assumptions: that
both plates are rigid, the fluid is Newtonian, and the initial fluid thickness is much less than plate radius
h0 << R0. For the case of the frog tongue, a soft surface coated in a non-Newtonian saliva, two of these
assumptions are broken; however, this alternative Stefan equation can still be used in certain regimes. In
this thesis, we present a series of adhesive models of increasing sophistication, incorporating saliva rheology
in combination with tongue viscoelasticity.
1.2.3 Gripping and grooming with rigid papillae
Large papillae arise in cats, hoofed animals, and birds. Some penguins, geese, and flamingos have 1-cm long
backwards-slanted spines to help push slippery plants and prey down the throat. Hoofed animals such as
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Figure 8: Sharp, rigid papillae enhance soft tissue grip through angled indentation. A schematic of a fish
resting on a penguin papilla (n.b. not to scale) showing applied normal force N , applied force from movement
F , tissue Poissons ratio ν, Youngs modulus E, papilla cone half-angle α and tongue surface angle θ, and
papillatongue joint resistive torque Tjoint.
deer use conical papillae to tear plant matter. Cows do not have upper front teeth, necessitating an even
rougher grip than deer. This grip is accomplished by the cows trident-shaped papillae. We can model how
papillae grip the surface by using microindentation theory48. For a conical indenter pressing into a soft










where α is the half angle opening of the cone, θ is the angle between cone and tissue surface (if the indenter
is not perpendicular), and ν and E are the Poissons ratio and Youngs modulus of the tissue, respectively.
Eq. (7) is also used to measure the Young’s modulus of ex vivo biological tissues, where the tissue is assumed
to be linearly elastic and homogeneous at small deformations. For grip, we use the example of the tongue
of the penguin Aptenodytes fosteri (Emperor penguin), as shown in Figure 8, interacting with a fish to
investigate how papillae may interact with a soft object.
Consider a fish resting on the penguin papillae, approximated as a cone [Figure 5A], as it slides into
the throat to the right. The fish applies a normal force N onto the sharp tip of a single papilla, causing
deformation of the fishs skin. Clearly, penetration depth increases with sharper papillae and increased
applied force. Papillae are indeed quite sharp: we find that a domestic cat papilla81 has a cone angle of 7◦
and a deer papilla of 9◦. A cow has trident-shaped papilla, with the central spike having a cone angle of
15◦ and the adjoining spikes reaching 9◦. By comparison, a cat claw has a cone angle of 8◦. While the cat
papilla and cat claw have similar cone angles, it is important to note that the conical tip radius of the cat
claw is 0.09 mm, much sharper than the cat papillae of radius 0.14 mm. The smaller tip radius makes the
claw more likely to puncture tissue.
The backwards-slanted papillae work like a one-way valve, allowing food to slide into but not out the
mouth. If the fish in Figure 8 slides to the right, the papilla rotates clockwise and slides out of its insertion
point. Conversely, if the fish slides to the left, the papilla rotates counter-clockwise and its tip digs deeper,
resisting the motion. The rotation of the papillae is further resisted by connective tissue at the papillaes
base, which apply a resistive torque Tjoint. While many animal tongues contain rigid papillae for grip, none
are as unique as the feline papillae. In this thesis, we will be focusing on the filiform papillae found on the
feline tongue, and how it aids in grooming and wetting of fur.
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Cats are the world’s most popular pet, with over 74 million household cats in the United States alone.
These small, furry, carnivorous mammals are known to excel in stealth, balance and sensing. Cats have
paws that are optimally damped for quiet movement82, aerial righting reflexes to recover from large height
drops83, tactile whiskers for sensing contours84, large omnidirectional ears that can hear two octaves higher
than humans85 and a lapping mechanism to minimize splash during drinking43.
Cats can spend up to 24% of their awake time grooming their fur coat86, removing loose hairs, fleas,
and regulating body temperature87–89. If left ungroomed, loose hair, dirt, and feces can form matted fur,
causing infection or painful tugging of the skin. Grooming cat fur is no easy task, due to its two layers:
an exposed topcoat used for environmental protection, and a hidden undercoat of down hairs used for
thermoregulation90. It is well known that long-haired breeds of domestic cat run a high risk of fur matting,
requiring additional grooming. Why do long-haired breeds of domestic cat require attentive grooming, while
long-haired cats such as the snow leopard do not? To answer this question, we look to the original and still
most effective cat grooming tool, the tongue.
The cat tongue is most recognized for the sharp, backward-facing keratin spines called filiform papillae.
The first study on cat papillae concluded that these keratin structures are conically shaped91; in later studies,
this observation was never contradicted92,93. In my combined experimental and theoretical study, I examine
the tongues of six cat species and show that the papillae are not conically shaped, but rather scoop-shaped.
These cavo papillae wick up saliva, which is then distributed to the fur for enhanced grooming. Many
organisms utilize surface tension to drink, walk, climb, and jump94–96. During lapping, felines have been
shown to use their smooth tongue tip to pull up water43, while dogs create a cuplike shape with their tongue
to scoop up water97. A smooth cat tongue, while ideal for drinking, would only wet the exposed topcoat
during grooming. The cavo papillae on the cat tongue can penetrate past the topcoat and wet the undercoat.
In this investigation, we hypothesize that these microcavities in the papillae allow the cat to coat more
hairs during grooming. Understanding how these papillae distribute fluid is beneficial for both cleaning
technologies and pet medicinal applications, where novel fluid applicators for dense arrays of fibers is in
demand.
1.3 Thesis outline
In this thesis, we investigate several mechanisms employed by animal tongues to grip, grab, and groom.
For all studies, we develop novel experimental and theoretical techniques to visualize and understand the
biomechanics driving the gripping or wetting mechanism. Most of this thesis is drawn from recent papers
and preprints41,81,98, while the remainder details smaller investigations into the sticky nature of biofluids.
Chapter 2 summarizes the experimental methodologies used in the thesis.
We begin at Chapter 3, where we investigate the adhesivity of the frog tongue. Through high speed
videography, we find that the frog tongue can capture prey in under 0.07s, and can reach accelerations of
120 m/s
2
, 12 times the acceleration of gravity. The insect is able to stick to the tongue under these extreme
accelerations due to a combined effort of soft tongue tissue and viscoelastic saliva. Through microindentation
techniques, we find that the frog tongue is 10 times softer than the human tongue, and contains both elastic
and damping properties to help reduce pulling force on the insect. We find that tongue softness is comparable
across 7 other species. Through rheological testing, we find that frog saliva is a non-Newtonian, shear-
thinning fluid, capable of rapidly transitioning from high viscosity to low viscosity. These two viscosity
scenarios aid in either prey capture or prey removal. We then apply our theoretical model for adhesion
through a tack test, incorporating both the elastic tongue tissue and viscoelastic saliva.
In Chapter 4, we investigate how the sharp, hollow cavo papillae on the cat tongue aid in grooming.
We begin this investigation with high speed videography, where we record grooming kinematics. We then
present tongue and cavo papillae characteristics for a variety of cats, using tongues collected from 6 different
cat species. We present mathematical models that detail the relationship between papillae and fur for both
long and short-haired species of cat. We develop a grooming mimic, using a real cat tongue and cat fur,
which simulates a wet cat tongue moving through fur at measured grooming velocity. We find that the saliva
penetrates the fur through porous wicking; we use Darcy’s capillary model for wicking in porous media to
model saliva penetration depth into fur. Lastly, we discuss how the papillae aid in thermoregulation by
distributing saliva through the hairs.
Chapter 5 discusses how other biofluids aid in wetting and adhesion. We start by investigating the
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mechanics behind wetting on microtextured tongue tissue for pig and deer. We then discuss how earwax
fluid properties and air circulation within the inner ear aids in dust collection.
In Chapter 6, we present the various tools and mimics invented during the thesis. We first detail Elo-
Rheo, a portable elongational rheometer built to test non-Newtonian fluids, from frog to anteater saliva.
This elongational rheometer is able to pull two circular plates apart at both linear and exponential rates,
up to 1 m/s. Elo-Rheo was then retrofitted into a grooming mimic, to replicate cat grooming kinematics
and forces. For the cat grooming study, we develop a hairbrush, inspired by the hollow papillae on the cat
tongue. The hairbrush mimics the anisotropic nature of the papillae, which can rotate in a flexible substrate
and distribute fluids into dense arrays of fibers. We conclude this thesis in Chapter 7, where we discuss





2.1.1 Tongue sample collection
Mammalian and amphibian tongues for the entirety of this thesis were gathered from a variety of locations.
Tongue samples were collected from the following amphibians: Rana pipiens (Ranidae) Lithobates cate-
beianus (Ranidae), Ceratophrys cranwelli (Ceratophyridae), Rhinella marina (Bufonidae), Kaloula pulchra
(Microhylidae), Lepidobatrachus laevis (Ceratophryidae), Scaphiopus holbrookii (Scaphiopodidae) and Phyl-
lomedusa trinitatis (Phyllomedusinae; Hylidae). Tongues were collected from the following mammals: cow,
coyote, white-tailed deer, Great Dane domestic dog, human, racoon, giant otter, fox, mink, rabbit, ring tail
cat, hamster, rat, squirrel, pig, domestic cat, bobcat, cougar, snow leopard, tiger, lion, and human. Between
measurements, the tongue samples were kept frozen, and defrosted no more than 5 times. Tongues were
gathered from Zoo Atlanta, T3 Labs, Feather, Fin, and Fur Taxidermy, Great Wall Chinese Supermarket,
University of Tennessee Veterinary Department, and Atlanta Botanical Gardens.
2.1.2 Measuring tongue length L
Tongue resting length L for ex vivo tissue was measured from the frontmost tip of the tongue to the point of
attachment in the throat or mouth cavity. Data was gathered from 12 different literature sources1,27,34–43 as
well as our own measurements, for over 70 species. All measurements were taken for soft, defrosted tissue.
2.1.3 Measuring change in tongue length ∆L
Change in tongue length ∆L was measured as the difference between resting tongue length and fully extended
tongue length. Data was gathered from literature17, from a previous study41, and from the following
YouTube videos: “Longest dog tongue ever?!” by Finchesca, “Tongue Stretch” by British Arabian College
of Equine Studies, “Pulling a cat tongue out” by Funny videos without sound, “Inside the tigers mouth”
by Brians Art for Animals, “Funny sheep sticks tongue out” by Warbinator, “How long is this pangolin’s
tongue!” by Africa Geographic, and “Having some cow tongue” by OrangeCabinet.
2.1.4 Measuring papillae length Lpapillae
For tongues of penguin, cow, deer, pig, domestic cat, bobcat, cougar, snow leopard, tiger, and lion, filiform
papillae lengths Lpapillae were measured from tip to base attachment for largest papillae. Measurements were
taken using a USB microscope.
2.2 Techniques used in Chapter 3: The adhesive frog tongue
2.2.1 High speed videography and kinematics of frog tongue projection
Five leopard frogs Rana pipiens (Sullivan Company) were used for high speed videography of tongue pro-
jection. The frog was placed into a clear acrylic container and a 0.5 gram cricket was suspended with fishing
twine. Tongue projection was filmed from the side using a Phantom Miro M110 high-speed camera at 1,400
fps. The video was analyzed using Tracker to determine tongue kinematics. A sinusoidal fit is applied to
the insect capture kinematics data (black 2) from Figure 10B, and the applied tongue force (black line in
Figure 15A) is determined to be Ftongue = (mt + mp)Bω
2
bcos(ωbt), where mt = 0.5 grams is the average
mass of the frog tongue, mp = 0.5 grams is the average mass of the prey, B = 0.0205 meters is the amplitude
of the tongue tip during prey capture and ωb = 105s
−1 is the tongue base frequency.
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2.2.2 Tissue softness measurement
A Bose ElectroForce 3100 was used to perform quasi-static probe indentation tests on all frog tongue tissue
samples. A leopard frog tongue was collected and tested within 1 hour of death; tongues from all other frog
and toad species were frozen post-mortem, then defrosted and tested. Each species was tested 3 times except
for Phyllomedusa trinitatis which was tested once. Each tongue was tested in the elastic solid regime, where
stress is linear with strain. A rigid, flat-ended cylindrical indenter of diameter 2 mm was used to probe the





where Etongue is the tongue’s Young’s modulus, r is the indenter radius, δ is displacement, and ν is the
Poisson’s ratio. Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be 0.5 for a perfectly elastic material48. The Young’s modulus
was calculated from the force and displacement measured from the indenter.
2.2.3 Dynamic indentation
Using the same setup from the quasi-static indentation test, the cylindrical indenter was sinusoidally pressed
into the tongue tissue at various frequencies with an amplitude of 1 mm, and the force was recorded. The
Kelvin-Voight model is used to represent the tissue as an elastic spring and purely viscous damper in parallel.
The system is described by the linear differential equation: mü(t)+C(ω)u̇(t)+K(ω)u(t) = f0 sin(ωt), where
m is the indenter mass, C(ω) is the damping coefficient, K(ω) is the stiffness coefficient and ω is the frequency.
The sinusoidal resistive force is given by F (t) = f0 sin(ωt), and the applied indenter displacement is given
by u(t) = u0 sin(ωt − φ), with a phase shift φ. The stiffness and damping coefficients for each frequency








The Young’s modulus can be determined by using Eq. (9), with K(ω) =
2Etonguer
1−ν2 .
2.2.4 Saliva shear viscosity tests
Saliva was collected by opening the mouth of a recently euthanized frog and rubbing its tongue on a plastic
sheet. The thin layer of saliva was then swirled using tweezers until a saliva globule was formed. The globule
was immediately placed in a sealed container. For one frog, this process took less than 30 seconds. We were
able to collect saliva with minimal evaporation due to the unique seal of the frog mouth, which protects from
water leakage. This process was repeated for all frog specimens. Care was taken to use an intact tongue so
that blood did not contaminate the sample. The 0.3 mL saliva sample was placed in a cone-plate rheometer
(Anton Parr MCR 501) and a frequency sweep test was performed from 0.01 s−1 to 10 s−1 to determine the
shear viscosity. During the test, the sample was surrounded by a ring of water to reduce saliva evaporation
rate. Following the hour-long experiment, the saliva was intact, with only slight evaporation found at an
edge.
2.2.5 Saliva Stefan adhesion
A Bose ElectroForce 3100 was used to perform Stefan adhesion tests on a leopard frog saliva sample. A
rigid, flat-ended cylindrical indenter of radius 5.5 mm was brought into contact with a saliva sample of height
0.5mm, then retracted at a speed of 0.02 mm/s to a total displacement of 1.5mm. The force from three trials
was recorded. The force sensor had a reading offset of 0.02 N. Between each trial, the saliva was scraped off
the indenter and reapplied to the base platform to reduce air pockets in the sample. The duration of each
trial was 75 seconds, with approximately 60 seconds between each trial. The third trial exhibited exhibited
slight evaporation of the saliva sample, as evident in the data discrepancy.
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2.2.6 Quasi-static adhesion
Using a Bose ElectroForce 3100, a 5.5 mm radius aluminum indenter was brought into contact with a freshly
severed leopard frog tongue then retracted at a rate of 0.02 mm/s. The force from 11 trials was recorded,
then averaged for Figure 14C. To reduce sliding of the frog tongue and the base plate, the bottom of the
tongue was wiped dry prior to experimentation.
2.2.7 Peeling visualization
A transparent acrylic indenter of radius 5.5 mm was used to visualize peeling during quasi-static adhesion.
The indenter was created on a lathe, and the base sanded with high grit to ensure optical clarity. A Canon
EOS 1D camera was used to film the progression of full contact to separation. The video was then analyzed
using MATLAB to find total contact area between tongue and indenter over time.
2.2.8 Dynamic simulation
The frog tongue and prey is modeled as a mass-spring-damper system [Figure 10C]. Using the principle of
superposition, the applied tongue force (mpÿ(t)) can be modeled as a summation of unit impulses over time.
Using the convolution integral, we can combine the applied tongue force curve with the response for a unit
impulse for our single degree-of-freedom system100. The convolution integral provides the spring stretch δ
over time.
2.3 Techniques used in Chapter 4: Cat tongue papillae aid in grooming
2.3.1 High speed videography, kinematics, and forces during grooming
To measure grooming kinematics of a domestic cat, a wet washcloth is wiped on the upper back of the cat to
entice the cat to groom. Grooming was filmed from the side using a Phantom Miro M110 high-speed camera
at 500 fps. The video was analyzed using Tracker to determine tongue kinematics. Additional kinematic
data for large cats is gathered through YouTube videos. As shown in Figure 9 below, measured lick length
Llick is 3 times longer than tongue length Ltongue for domestic cats. Next, to measure tongue grooming
forces, a piece of fake nylon fur (of hair length 8 cm) is secured to an AMTI HE6x6 force plate. The fur is
sprayed with an attractant, to entice the cats to lick the fur. As lick data is collected, a camcorder at 30 fps
is used to sync grooming patterns to force measurements.
Figure 9: Grooming lick length. (left) Tracking the tongue during grooming using Tracker software. (right)
Lick length is 3 times longer than tongue length.
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2.3.2 Papilla µCT visualization
The tongue samples are donated from the following groups: six Felis catus from the Applied Physiology
department at Georgia Tech, one Panthera tigris from Zoo Atlanta, three Lynx rufus and one Puma con-
color from Carter Taxidermy, and three Panthera tigris, one Panthera uncia, one Panthera leo from the
Department of Small Animal Clinical Services at University of Tennessee and Tiger Haven. While frozen,
the largest grooming papilla from each tongue is removed using a scalpel and tweezers. Care is taken to
avoid compressing the papillae. Each cat papilla is individually scanned using a Scanco µCT50 x-ray micro-
computed tomography machine using a 3.5mm diameter tube, at highest resolution. Cavity width, height,
and volume are measured from the scan using Blender software.
2.3.3 Fur properties
Fur specimens for cat species Acinonyx jubatus, Caracal caracal, Felis sylvestris, Panthera pardus, Panthera
leo, Panthera uncia, and Panthera tigris are measured at the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard
University. Additionally, samples of bobcat Lynx rufus, mountain lion Puma concolor, and lynx Lynx lynx
fur are purchased from Promise Land Tannery. Using a portable USB microscope, we measure down hair
radius and length. Additional fur density and length values are gathered from literature101–103.
2.3.4 Young’s modulus of tissue and papilla
We measure the softness of the domestic cat tongue in the perpendicular direction using microindentation.
A Bose ElectroForce 3100 was used to perform probe indentation tests ex vivo on a cat tongue tissue sample.
The cat tongue was collected and tested within 10 hours of death. A rigid, flat-ended cylindrical indenter
of diameter 2 mm was used to probe the soft tissue on the underside of the tongue (no spines). Within the
linear elastic solid regime, the Young’s modulus was determined using Eq. (8). The average Young’s modulus
of the cat tongue is 9.1 ± 3.7 kPa (N = 5 trials). The softness value correlates well to the Young’s modulus
of muscle at 7 kPa104. Next, we remove a single papillae from the cat tongue tissue and test the Young’s
modulus in a Hysitron TriboIndenter nanoindenter. The Young’s modulus of the papillae is 1.66-1.94 ± 3%
GPa, similar to human fingernails105.
2.3.5 Resistive torque of a papilla in tissue
We measure the torque vs. angular deflection of an embedded papilla in the soft tissue through tensile testing
with a Bose ElectroForce 3100. A loop of diameter 0.4 mm was created using copper wire. The tongue tissue
was secured vertically to a plate and the wire loop was placed around the tip of a single papillae. The wire
loop was then pulled vertically at a constant rate of 0.02 mm/s, and the corresponding force was measured.
The wire loop was not observed to slip during trials. The tongue tissue surface was coated in an oil-based UV
dye for visualization. The force vs. displacement data of the spine tip is shown in Figure 20, and follows
an exponential trend as shown in the solid red line. This deflection characteristic is similar to a progressive
spring, often used to limit displacement.
2.4 Techniques used in Chapter 5: Biofluids in wetting and adhesion
2.4.1 Visualizing earwax motion in human ear canal
A USB microscope with an endoscopic attachment is inserted into a human ear canal to visualize motion of
earwax. The human subject is asked to move their jaw up and down during filming.
2.4.2 Measuring earwax viscosity
A 0.5 mL earwax sample was collected by swabbing the ear canal of a rabbit, pig, sheep and dog using a
metal scoop tool. Each sample was immediately placed in a sealed container. Each sample was then placed
in a cone-plate rheometer (Anton Parr MCR 501) and a frequency sweep test was performed from 0.001
s−1 to 1 s−1 at a temperature of 39 C to determine the shear viscosity. During the test, the sample was
surrounded by an evaporation blocker to reduce environmental influence.
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CHAPTER III
THE ADHESIVE FROG TONGUE
In this combined theoretical and experimental study, we investigate the mechanism by which frog tongues
stick to insects. We present measurements of the tongue kinematics during prey capture, the rheological
properties of the saliva, and mechanical properties of tongue tissue. We then apply these measured properties
in a mathematical model for the work of adhesion of the frog tongue. We show that the tongue’s unique
stickiness results from a combination of a soft, viscoelastic tongue coupled with non-Newtonian saliva. The
shear-thinning saliva spreads over the insect during impact, grips it firmly during tongue retraction, and
slides off during swallowing. This combination of properties gives the tongue 50 times greater work of adhe-
sion than known synthetic polymer materials such as the sticky-hand toy.
3.1 Mechanical properties of the frog tongue
3.1.1 Kinematics of prey capture
We perform high speed videography of the common leopard frog Rana pipiens capturing crickets attached to
a string, as shown in Figure 10(A). The frog’s tongue stretches by 60% over the course of 0.03 seconds, ten
times faster than a human eye blink. Figure 10(B) shows the corresponding tongue displacement δ during
both successful and unsuccessful capture. For simplicity, only the vertical direction is shown. A sinusoidal
fit (shown as solid lines) is applied to the tongue displacement data (black 2), and the applied tongue force
is determined. Acceleration on the insect can reach 120 m/s2, 12 times the acceleration of gravity. These
high forces necessitate a high adhesion force to the tongue, which we investigate in a series of tests. We will
use a floating spring-mass-damper system to model prey capture [Figure 10(C)].
Figure 10: Frog tongue projection. (A) Attempted prey capture in Rana pipiens. Red dots indicate
tracking of tongue tip. (B) Tongue displacement during insect retraction, measured from tongue tip, for
failed insect capture (red 4) and successful insect capture (black ). Solid lines represent sinusoidal fit. (C)
Model of tongue using mass-spring-damper system. (D) Finger retracted from tongue surface showing its
strong adhesion.
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Figure 11: Tongue material properties. (A) Stretching of tongue epithelium during prey capture. (B)
Relation between force and displacement for indentation tests shown in the inset. (C) The phylogenetic
tree of amphibian species in this study. Young’s modulus for 8 species, measured by quasi-static test. (D)
Damping coefficients (black ) and Young’s modulus (red ) for the frog tongue, measured in a dynamic
tensile test. The average Young’s modulus and error bars from part (C) is shown as red dotted line.
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3.1.2 Tongue tissue properties
We collect the tongues of 6 frogs and 2 toads, which have been frozen for over a year at the Atlanta Botanical
Garden. A phylogenetic analysis shows that the frog and toad species tested are distantly related [Figure
11(C)]. When the frog retracts its tongue, the insect’s inertia pulls it in the opposite direction, as shown in
Figure 11(A). We measure the Young’s modulus of the tongue epithelium in the perpendicular direction
using microindentation with a flat-end cylindrical indenter106 [Figure 11(B)]. Our model species for this
study, the leopard frog Rana pipiens, has a tongue softness Etongue of 1.5 ± 0.8 kPa which is 1/3 the average
softness across the species tested. When utilizing indentation techniques, materials with similar Young’s
modulii include: muscle at 7 kPa104, rat spinal cord at 3 kPa107 and rat brain, which we tested, at 3.0 ±
2.1 kPa. Human tongue, which we tested, had an epithelium stiffness of 15 kPa, 10 times greater than the
leopard frog.
Our previous test can only describe the low-speed behavior of the tongue. To understand high-speed
behavior, we perform a dynamic indentation test99 [Figure 11(D)]. We model the tongue epithelium using
the Kelvin-Voight model, as a linear spring of stiffness k and purely viscous damper in parallel, with the
underlying assumption of tissue homogeneity. At frequencies above 1 Hz, the damping coefficient is c = 0.23
N · s/m. The Young’s modulus, calculated from the corresponding stiffness, matches the results of our
quasi-static indentation test.
3.1.3 Saliva properties
Saliva is known for being viscoelastic, having properties of both a fluid and a solid [Figure 12(A)]. Saliva
is secreted from mucus glands on the tongue papillae, saturating the epithelial tissue like a hydrogel. We
measure the maximum possible thickness of the saliva layer by measuring the change in weight induced by
wiping a tongue clean of saliva. The average layer height h0 is 0.5 mm ± 0.2 mm, nearly 7 times thicker than
human saliva108. To validate, we dip a freshly severed frog tongue in liquid nitrogen then view the tissue
cross-section. The saliva is visualized as a semi-opaque layer, while the tissue is pink and opaque [Figure
12(B)]. The saliva layer ranges from 0.2mm to 0.7mm.
To measure saliva shear viscosity, a 0.3 mL sample is placed inside a cone-plate rheometer and viscosity
measured across several orders of magnitude of shear rate. The results closely match the Carreau-Yasuda
model109 for shear-thinning fluid (solid lines in Figure 12C), where the viscosity µ is given by
µ = µ∞ + (µ0 − µ∞)(1 + (λγ̇)a)
n−1
a , (11)
where µ0 and µ∞ are the asymptotic viscosities at zero and infinite shear rate,
1
λ is the critical shear rate
when viscosity decreases, a is the width of transition, and (n−1) is the power law slope fitting the transition
region. Our two trials with separate samples show the results are repeatable. At low shear rates, frog saliva
viscosity µ0 plateaus at 70 Pa · s, whereas, at high shear rates, frog saliva viscosity drops to 1.2 Pa · s. The
critical shear rate γ̇cr =
1
λ ranges from 1.4 to 2 s
−1.
While the low shear rate of µ0=70 Pa · s may seem high, other shear-thinning biological muci have
similar values at low shear rates such as human lung mucus µ=50 Pa · s110 and sundew plants µ = 122 Pa
· s5. Human saliva4 and sundew plant mucus5 both exhibit shear-thinning properties, and also follow the
Carreau-Yasuda model, as shown in Figure 12(E). However, frog saliva experiences a shift in steady-state
viscosity over a shorter transition range than other shear-thinning biofluids.
While many animals secrete saliva through glands in their oral cavity, amphibians secrete saliva through
glands on their tongue. Frog tongues have saliva glands located in-between papillae111, allowing the tongue to
become saturated with thick, viscous saliva. Based on these measurements, we can understand the necessity
of saliva glands on the frog tongue by comparing Eq. (5) for wetting across a tongue, for human and frog
saliva. In a low shear-rate scenario, frog saliva is 175 times the viscosity of human saliva and human papillae




of human and frog saliva is comparable, then we find frog saliva would spread
only 2% of the distance that human saliva moves in the same amount of time. Thus, glands in frogs must
deliver the saliva directly to the location they are needed.
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Figure 12: Saliva properties. (A) A cricket leg is retracted from the frog tongue. (B) Flash-frozen frog
tongue with liquid nitrogen. Saliva thickness ranges from 0.2mm to 0.7mm (C) Frequency sweep test of
frog saliva. Black and red symbols denote experiments, solid lines the Carreau-Yasuda theoretical model.
(C) Separation forces for frog saliva sandwiched between two parallel plates as shown in inset. Blue (),
red () and green () symbols denote 3 experimental trials. The black line denotes the Stefan theory,
which matches well with experimental results, validating that Stefan adhesion can be used for low shear rate
regimes. (D) Shear viscosity µ of human saliva (red circle ◦), frog saliva (solid and hollow black square ),
and pitcher plant fluid (blue star ?). All biofluids decrease in shear viscosity µ with increasing shear rate
γ̇. The Carreau-Yasuda model for shear-thinning fluids (dashed line) is used to fit experimental data. Data
has been replotted from the following sources: human saliva4, sundew plant fluid5.
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Figure 13: Duality of saliva viscosity during prey capture. (A) Horned frog Ceratophrys ornata
impacting tongue on a glass wall. Upon tongue impact, saliva evacuates laterally, causing high shear rates
in the fluid layer and a subsequent drop in viscosity. This low viscosity regime allows the saliva to penetrate
cracks of prey and maximize surface contact. (B) Monkey frog Phyllomedusa dropping eyeballs into mouth
cavity during swallowing of prey. Theoretical pressure from eyeball on prey causes high shear rates in saliva
layer, allowing the insect to slide into the throat.
For frogs, a saliva with variable viscosity increases functionality in all phases of prey capture, as labeled
in Figure 12(C). The duality of this saliva viscosity makes catching and releasing prey a simple matter
for the frog: viscous saliva adheres the tongue to prey, and watery saliva allows the insect to slide off the
tongue.
3.1.4 The importance of saliva in prey impact and release
During prey impact, a low viscosity saliva is better at penetrating rough surfaces and increasing contact area,
much like paint on a wall. Figure 13(A) shows the tongue and insect modeled by two circular flat plates,
identical to the Stefan adhesion experiment in Figure 12D, inset. During impact, the plates are compressed
at velocity V . If the layer is thin (h  2R0), the corresponding shear rate is γ̇ ∼ U(r)h , based on thin layer
Couette flow, where U(r) is the fluid velocity in the radial direction. Since the saliva is incompressible, we




Together, the relationship between shear rate γ̇ and plate velocity V may be written as:






The leopard frog tongue can reach impact speeds up to V=4,000 mm/s. If we assume instantaneous impact,
or fixed surface contact, the resulting in saliva shear rates of γ̇ = 40,000 s−1, well above γ̇cr = 2 s
−1, the
limit at which frog saliva viscosity drops by two orders of magnitude. High speed impact takes advantage of
the saliva’s rheological properties to increase tongue adhesivity while simultaneously overcoming the insect
reaction time.
This change in saliva viscosity is also useful for removing insects once inside the mouth. As shown in
Figure 13B, when insects enter the mouth, the frogs eyeballs retract into the mouth cavity, pressing down
on the insect and saliva layer between tongue and prey. Using Eq. (12) for an measured eyeball retraction
speed of Veyeball=100 mm/s across 3 species (Phyllomedusa, Ceratophrys ornata, and Lepidobatrachus laevis),
we find resulting saliva shear rate to be γ̇ = 200 s−1, well above γ̇cr = 2 s
−1. This high shear, low viscosity
regime allows the insect to slide off the tongue and into the throat.
3.2 Adhesive theory
3.2.1 Prey adhesion
During retraction, adhesion force Fadh consists of a surface tension force Fs and viscous force Fv: Fadh =
Fs + Fv. We consider normal separation of only frog saliva sandwiched between circular, rigid, flat plates.







, where R0 is the plate radius, γ is the surface tension, and h0 is the initial saliva layer thickness.
Using R0 = 5.5 mm, γwater = 0.072 N/m and h0 = 0.5 mm, the surface tension force contributes less than
10% to the overall force required for insect adhesion, and is neglected from consideration hereon.
The adhesive force Fadh is now equal to the viscous force Fv. The viscous force holding the plates together
is given by the Stefan equationi in Eq. (6), shown in Figure 12D. The separation rate of the plates dhdt
will be labelled as separation velocity V . The Stefan equation is valid if the saliva layer is thin, the fluid
is an incompressible Newtonian fluid and the flat plates are rigid. Is it possible to use the Stefan equation
to model adhesion on a soft, deformable frog tongue coated in a thin layer of viscoelastic saliva? We test
the validity of the force law in Eq. (6) by separating frog saliva of zero shear viscosity µ0= 70 Pa·s trapped
between two flat aluminum plates of radius R0 = 5.5 mm [Figure 12(D)]. Since 2 of 3 trials closely match
the Stefan theory trend, we will use the force law from Eq. (6), hereon.
Previous studies71–73 have measured adhesion force Fadh, which only partially describes adhesive strength.
A whole picture of the adhesion process is given by work of adhesion W , the energy expended to remove an
adhesive from a solid surface. This measurement encompasses all sources of energy storage and dissipation
during the full time of contact. For this study, the work of adhesion is defined as the area under the force-
displacement curve, from initial displacement till adhesive failure. In tribology, the work of adhesion is
defined as the work to separate two adjacent phases of a liquid-liquid or liquid-solid phase boundary from
each other, or the energy released in the process of wetting. While we use an identical term, we are not
referring to the tribological phenomenon. The resultant value of work of adhesion is then divided by the




Fadhdδ. The average work of adhesion for the separation of frog saliva
between two rigid plates is W = 0.09 N/m.
We now consider the effect of tongue softness. We perform a quasi-static separation test of a frog tongue
and a rigid, flat aluminum indenter [Figure 14(A,B)]. We conduct 5 tests with retraction velocity (V )
ranging from 0.1 mm/s to 4 mm/s. The relationship between force and displacement are shown as the
scatter data in Figure 14(C). The tongue can be stretched by 8 mm, more than twice the thickness of the
tongue, without breaking contact. We observe from Figure 14(A) a negligible change in saliva layer height
during indenter retraction. Therefore, we can relax the rigid plate assumption by assuming the saliva does
not stretch during adhesion (h ≈ h0).
Theoretical predictions for force-displacement are shown as solid lines in Figure 14(C). We can relate
adhesion force to shear rate of the saliva at the fluid-air interface by combining Eq. (11), Eq. (12) and Eq.
(6) with the assumption that h = h0,
Fadh =






Figure 14: Quasi-static tests. (A) Time sequence of an indenter pulling away from the frog tongue. (B)
Schematic of quasi-static test. (C) Relation between force and displacement. Mathematical model denoted
by solid lines. Various retraction speeds are shown including 0.1 mm/s (black), 1 mm/s (red), 2 mm/s
(orange), 3 mm/s (green) and 4 mm/s (blue). Inset shows model predictions of average contact radius.
(D) Work of adhesion Wadh for each retraction rate. Experiments are solid colors, with theory overlaid in
hatched color. (E) The tongue peeling is visualized through a transparent acrylic indenter. Graph shows
average contact radius decreases linearly with displacement.
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We present a solution for the adhesive force Fadh which combines saliva rheology, elastic force of the
tongue, and viscous resistance by Stefan adhesion. The solution is found by iteration. As the indenter




δ where r is
the contact radius, L0 is the thickness of the tongue sample and δ is the indenter displacement. In steady-
state, the elastic force of the tongue equals the adhesive force of the saliva Felastic = Fadh. The internal
damping of the tissue is disregarded for this quasi-static test. The variables that change as a function of
displacement are the adhesion force Fadh(δ), strain rate γ̇(δ), and contact radius r(δ). Initial conditions
are Fadh = 0 N, γ̇ = 0s
−1 and r = 5.5 mm. For each incremental change in δ, Felastic is calculated then
substituted into Eq. (13) to find the corresponding shear rate γ̇. An increase in shear rate drives a shrinking
of the contact radius. The incremental change in contact radius dr may be written as dr = −U(r)dt where
U(r) = γ̇h0, assuming a Couette flow profile in the saliva. Throughout the simulation, we assume the saliva
thickness remains constant, in accordance with our observations.
When we ran the above version of the solution, we found that the strain rate diverged, and the tongue
broke contact prematurely. As an ansatz, we cap the strain rate from above based on our experimental
observations. A transparent acrylic indenter is retracted at a fixed rate from the frog tongue surface, and the
peeling area over time is measured [Figure 14E]. Specifically, we observe the average contact radius varies
linearly with displacement, suggesting that strain rate has a maximum finite value. Based on conservation
of mass, the largest strain rate that can be attained is γ̇max =
V
h0
, since the maximum velocity within the
saliva is the indenter velocity, U(r) = V . This cap is used in our computations, and results in the contact
radius r are shown in the inset of Figure 14(C).
Our iterative technique captures the experimental force values well, across a range of applied indenter
speeds. Physically, the peak force represents the point at which the saliva begins to flow, when the shear
rate exceeds the critical shear rate. Our model also also predicts the change in contact radius in Figure
14(C) inset. The linear change in contact radius is qualitatively similar to our experiments. We note the
radius decreases quickly once the saliva drops in viscosity. Physically, the model demonstrates two phases
in the adhesion. In the first phase, the tongue is stretched progressively, which increases the force applied
to the saliva. The saliva remains unchanged in both height and viscosity because it is below its critical
shear rate. In the second phase, the elastic force from the tongue is sufficiently high that the saliva begins
to flow, breaking off contact with the tongue. The contact area decreases and the adhesion force decreases
accordingly. In both phases, the adhesion force arises from the stretching of the tongue. The maximum
force obtained arises from the rheological properties of saliva which drive the onset and rate of peeling of
the saliva layer.
The work of adhesion for each experiment (solid color) is approximately 5.5 N/m is shown in Figure
14(D). Our mathematical model (patterned color) matches closely, within 25% of the experiments. The
work of adhesion with the tongue is 60 times greater than for saliva between rigid plates. Thus, the softness
of the tongue is an important factor in increasing the work of adhesion, or the perceived stickiness. The
rheology of the saliva also plays a role in this high work of adhesion. In comparison to items of comparable
softness, work of adhesion of the tongue is 40 times greater than known soft, sticky materials such as tree
frog toe pads (0.15 N/m)113 and sticky hand toys (0.13 N/m), which do not have a viscoelastic coating.
3.2.2 Dynamic simulation
We use a dynamic simulation to investigate the importance of tongue damping in a real prey capture scenario
using the floating spring-mass-damper system in Figure 10(C). The tongue epithelial tissue represents a
spring-damper in parallel. The damping coefficient is given by the measured value c = 0.23 N · s/m. The
spring stiffness (k) can be extrapolated from the measured Young’s modulus Etongue = 1500 Pa and the
contact radius of a cricket, r = 4 mm. The applied force Ftongue is extrapolated from the high-speed video
data in Figure 10B. The saliva layer sits between the spring-damper and the prey; by examining the force
exerted by the spring and damper, we can determine the force exerted on the saliva Fsaliva. Our equation of
motion is:
−mpÿ(t) = mpδ̈(t) + δ̇(t) + kδ(t), (14)




δ(t) is the epithelial displacement between tongue muscle and prey. We write the force exerted on the saliva
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as Fsaliva(t) = kδ(t) + cδ̇(t).
As shown from the quasi-static iterative model in Eq. (13), a larger applied force on saliva will generate
higher shear rates, which can cause separation. For clarity, we will refer to Fadh as Fsaliva for the dynamic
simulation. The applied force Fsaliva should be minimized to keep the insect attached. Tongue elasticity
stores energy in the tissue and damping absorbs the stored energy. If the tongue had no damping coefficient,
the stored energy would be exerted back onto the insect, resulting in higher peak forces. Figure 15(A)
shows how the applied force changes with the addition of a damping coefficient. Peak force on the saliva can
decrease as much as 30% from the addition of a damping coefficient.
Damping not only alters the peak force applied but the work that is done on the saliva. Figure 15(C)
shows how epithelium displacement δ(t) changes with damping. The predicted value of δ = 1.5 mm for the
measured damping is close to the displacement observed in experimental footage in Figure 15(B), top.
Without damping, the tongue epithelium would stretch up to 4 mm, likely resulting in fracture. The total
work for each case is summarized in the bar chart in Figure 15(D). The work performed on the saliva for
the damped tongue is 2 N/m, which is about a third of the work required to separate the saliva. However,
without damping, the work is 4.5 N/m and may result in the tongue separating from the insect. The damping
of the tongue acts like the shock absorber of a car. Damping allows higher forces to be exerted on the prey
before peeling occurs. The use of shocks has been shown to be an important feature to reduce force and
oscillation, such as in mammalian paws82 and soft soles in running shoes114.
Figure 15: Dynamic simulation of frog tongue. (A) Time course of the applied force on tongue Ftongue
(solid black line). The separation force on the saliva Fsaliva is shown for two damping coefficients. Zero
damping is in red, and realistic damping (c = 0.23 N*s/m) is in green. The dashed black line represents
the force at which saliva flows and prey is released. (B) Time course of the stretch of the tongue tongue




The study of adhesives has long been inspired by amphibians, reptiles and invertebrates. The gecko is the
champion of dry adhesion, using van der Waals forces derived from its thousands of setae. The limpet Patella
vulgata L. excretes thick mucus to adhere to wet, rough surfaces, using the viscous forces associated with
Stefan adhesion73,78. Comparatively less work has been done on frog tongues, a wet bioadhesive. Previous
investigators have speculated that the sticky saliva acts like a pressure sensitive adhesive such as scotch tape.
In our study, we find the tongue’s adhesion is more subtle than that. The tongue’s stickiness is a result
of both material properties of the tongue and rheological properties of its coating. In comparison, modern
sticky tapes are often made of stiff materials. Forces applied to the tape directly cause separation in the
adhesive. In the frog, applied forces are either dissipated in the tongue’s internal damping or stored in its
stretchy tissue. A stiff tongue would result in reduced contact area during prey impact, and in turn reduced
adhesion force during retraction. The shear-thinning properties of saliva emulate paint, a well known shear-
thinning fluid. Paint is thrown onto a wall with a brush, flowing at high speeds to create an even coating.
At low speeds, it clings to the wall. In the same way, the saliva coats the insect on impact, but sticks to the
prey in retraction.
Our study shows that an even and thin coating of the saliva is critical to prey capture. This study points
to the importance of the saliva in prey adhesion. During our adhesion testing, areas of the frog tongue
would dry out and cause nearly instantaneous fracture from the indenter. Any non-uniformities in the layer
will cause stress concentrations and areas where fracture can occur during prey retraction. The frog likely
has several biological adaptations to protect its saliva. We observe that the frog prevents its tongue from
desiccation by keeping its mouth shut. In addition, the densely packed papillae create a composite-like
surface structure which may aid in continuous adhesion of saliva to tissue, much like a hydrogel55.
3.4 Chapter Summary
Frog tongues have a number of properties that enable successful high-speed prey capture. First their tongue
is one of the softest biological materials known, enabling the tongue to wrap around the prey during impact,
facilitating a large contact area. Second, the tongue is highly damped like a car’s shock absorber. As an
insect is yanked in at high speed, the insect’s inertia induces large separation forces. These forces are reduced
by the internal damping in the tongue. We use mathematical modeling to show that without the tongue’s
damping, the insect is in danger of breaking contact with the insect. Lastly, the tongue is coated with a
thin layer of saliva with non-Newtonian properties like paint. The saliva flows upon impact with prey, grips
when the prey is retracted, and then flows again when the frog swallows. The combination of these favorable
traits may be useful in designing reversible adhesives that stick at high speed.
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CHAPTER IV
CAT TONGUE PAPILLAE AID IN GROOMING
The cat tongue is covered in sharp, rear-facing spines called papillae. These papillae are commonly thought
to be used in grooming, although their precise function is a mystery. In this combined experimental and
theoretical study, we examine the tongues of six cats: domestic cat, bobcat, snow leopard, cougar, tiger, and
lion, to elucidate the mechanism by which cat tongues groom fur. Using micro-CT technology, we show that
the papillae contain a hollow cavity at the tip, contrary to previous literature. These cavo papillae hold and
distribute saliva deep into the fur layers. A constant papilla height across cat species corresponds to the
height of compressed fur, suggesting papillae evolved to extend deep into the fur. Using Darcy’s capillary
model for wicking in porous media, we find that saliva on the tongue surface can only wet the top-half of the
fur layer, further suggesting that papillae are needed to penetrate into the undercoat. We design and build a
3D-printed cat tongue mimic, incorporating 3D printed versions of a cat’s papillae into a silicone substrate.
The mimic exhibits lower grooming forces than a normal hairbrush, and is easier to clean. The unique shape
and function of the papillae may inspire new ways to clean ubiquitous surfaces like carpets and furs.
Figure 16: Grooming mechanics. (A, left) A domestic cat grooming its fur. (A, right) A domestic
cat tongue. Anisotropic papillae point towards the throat. (B) The four phases of cat grooming: tongue
extension, tongue lateral expansion, sweeping of the tongue through fur and lastly retraction of the tongue
in a U-shape curl.
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4.1 Grooming and the tongue
4.1.1 Grooming kinematics and forces
Our study begins with grooming observations of the domestic cat Felis catus using high-speed videography
[Figure 16A]. A single grooming sweep has four phases, including extension of the tongue, lateral expansion
and stiffening of the tongue tissue, a full sweep of the tongue through the fur, and finally retraction of the
tongue in a U-shape curl [Figure 16B]. During stiffening of the tongue tissue, the spines can rotate until
they are perpendicular to the tongue. The domestic cat grooms at speeds of vgroom = 220 ± 9 mm/s, at
a frequency of 3.2 ± 0.6 licks/s (N=5), with a grooming lick length of Lgroom = 63 ± 20 mm. We gather
grooming velocity data for 7 additional species of cats using online YouTube videos (Table 1, Appendix A),
and observe that these cat tongues also contain sharp papillae. The grooming speeds and lick length will be
input parameters in our mathematical model that predicts the volume of saliva deposited.
We attach a fake nylon fur sample to the surface of a force plate, and entice the cat to groom the fake
fur using catnip. We measure the forces applied by the tongue along the length of the lick, as well as into
the plate [Figure 17A]. The domestic cat presses down with 0.1 N of force, which we will replicate in our
tongue grooming mimic later in the study. For the fake fur, applied force along the direction of the lick
reached peaks of 0.05 N; however, lick force will vary based on surface texture.
Figure 17: Measuring grooming force. (A) Schematic of experimental setup for cat grooming across a
force plate. (B) Grooming forces for a domestic cat. Normal forces reached a peak of 0.1 N.
4.1.2 Hollow papillae hold saliva
We collect the tongues of six cats post-mortem in the Felidae family: domestic cat Felis catus, bobcat Lynx
rufus, cougar Puma concolor, snow leopard Panthera uncia, tiger Panthera tigris, and lion Panthera leo
[Figure 18A]. A phylogenetic analysis using phyloT software shows that the cat species tested are distantly
related [Figure 18A,inset]. We perform a full scan of a domestic cat tongue using a Scanco µCT50 x-ray
micro-computed tomography machine, and find two distinct regions of papillae in the distal and proximal
end of the tongue [Figure 18D]. The distal region, highlighted in the dotted box in the figure, contains
large papillae in sparse density, while the proximal region contains small papillae in high density. Our high
speed footage of grooming shows that only the distal region interacts with the fur during grooming. From
hereon, all references to tongue length and width will refer not to the entire tongue, but to the length and
width of this distal region. Moreover, references to the papillae will refer to papillae in this distal region.
These measurements are given in Tables 2 and 3 of Supplement A.
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Figure 18: The cat tongue and papillae. (A) Tongues from domestic cat Felis catus (C), bobcat Lynx
rufus (B), cougar Puma concolor (CO), snow leopard Panthera uncia (SL), tiger Panthera tigris (T), and
lion Panthera leo (LI). (A, inset) The phylogenetic tree of cat species in this study. (B) µCT scans of largest
cavo papillae, all to scale. Cavo papillae cavity height is hpapillae=1.4 ± 0.2 mm across species (hpapillae ∼
M0.04). (C) A transparent model of a domestic cat cavo papillae, illustrating cavities present. Base cavity
attaches to tissue, while tip cavity holds fluid. (D) µCT scan of a domestic cat tongue. Front region of the
tongue contains large, rigid cavo papillae, and rear region contains small, soft papillae. Tongue length, width
measured for grooming surface, and scale with cat mass as LT,WT ∼ M0.41, respectively.
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Having identified the relevant region of the tongue for grooming, we use tweezers and a scalpel to remove
the largest cavo papilla from the center of each distal region of the cat tongue, as shown by the red circle in
Figure 18D. We clean the papillae, and generate a 3D model using the µCT50 scanner [Figure 18B]. A
papilla has several unique features, including a hollow cavity at the base for tissue attachment, a smooth claw-
like curvature, and a unique U-shaped cavity at the tip [Figure 18C]. Prior to papilla removal, papillae
length hpapillae is measured from the tissue surface to papilla tip; hpapillae reflects maximum penetration
depth of papillae during grooming. Despite cats varying over 30-fold in weight, papillae length remains at a
constant hpapillae=2.3 ± 0.2 mm (N=6) across cat species, suggesting that papillae length may be important
to functionality during grooming.
Figure 19: Dye wicking up papilla. (A) Domestic cat papilla wicking red food dye in under 0.1 s. (B)
Tiger papilla wicking orange food dye. A precursor film can be seen advancing before the bulk fluid motion.
(C) Washburn’s law fitting to dye wicking up cat and tiger papilla. The theoretical fluid contact angle is
89.9◦ ± 0.15◦.
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We explore the functionality of these papillae, and report two findings: first, the hollow cavity wicks
up and holds fluids. The U-shaped cavity is shown to wick up water in under 0.1 s [Figure 19A]. Using
the Bond number64, we show that gravitational forces are negligible compared to surface tension, Bo =
ρgwcavity
2
σ = 0.012 1, where wcavity is the papilla cavity width, g is gravitational acceleration, and ρ, σ are
the density and surface tension of water, respectively. Thus, once fluid is wicked into a papilla, it can only be
removed by contact with fur. A drop of food coloring wicks up a cat papilla cavity according to a power law
of t0.65 (R2=0.97), and up a tiger papilla cavity with a power law of t0.56 (R2=0.98), where t is time. This
exponent, close to 1/2, is similar to Washburn’s Law for capillary flow in a halfpipe of radius r (identical
to a capillary tube), where flow is resisted only by viscous dissipation. Washburn’s Law115 states that the
fluid front z follows as z = (σr cos(θ)2µ )
1/2t1/2, where θ is the fluid contact angle, and µ is the fluid viscosity.
By fitting Washburns law to the data [Figure 19C], we find that the theoretical fluid contact angle is close
to 90 degrees (89.9◦ ± 0.15◦, N=3). A precursor film can be seen spreading ahead of the fluid front [Figure
19B], likely caused by micropatterns in the keratinized surface of the papilla. For the domestic cat, each
papilla can hold a maximum of 0.014 µL of saliva, for a total of 4.1 µL across 290 papillae, around a tenth
of an eyedropper drop. We dip a severed cat tongue in water, allowing excess fluid to drip off, and find that
the fluid in the papillae cavities accounts for 5% of total fluid on the top of the tongue. While it’s not a large
volume, we will show that papillae penetration into fur allows saliva to reach areas that the tongue surface
cannot.
Our second finding is that cats can change the angle of their papillae by contracting their tongue. This
allows the papillae to stand erect for grooming, or to lay flat to the tongue to push loose hairs towards the
throat. For eating, this papillae directionality prevents food from falling out of the mouth. From the high
speed video, the papillae are seen to reach a maximum angle of 90◦ from the tissue to papillae tip. It is
known that the papillae are attached to the tongue epithelium by a soft keratinized tissue92, which is lodged
into the cavity at the base of the papillae. The Young’s modulus of the papillae is measured at 1.66 - 1.94
± 3% GPa, similar to human fingernails105 and five orders of magnitude stiffer than the cat tongue tissue,
of 9.1 ± 3.7 kPa (N = 5 trials). We measure the resistive torque of a cat papilla in tongue tissue ex vivo.
Figure 20 shows that the relationship between angle θ and torque Tjoint is highly nonlinear; in particular,
the torque increases exponentially as the papillae are rotated counter-clockwise. Stiffening of the tongues
muscular tissue would further increase joint torque.
Figure 20: Papilla resistance to rotation in tongue tissue. As the angle θ between papilla and tongue tissue
increases, the papilla resistance to rotation (or resistive joint torque Tjoint) increases exponentially. Each
color is a different trial using the same papilla.
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4.1.3 Cats compress fur during grooming
We present a mathematical model for the height of cat’s fur, which is compressed by the tongue during
grooming. The cat fur coat has two layers, the topcoat and the undercoat. The topcoat consists of thick
guard hairs, which are used to protect the undercoat from the environment. Although they are hidden from
sight, the undercoat primarily consists of thin down hairs, which can outnumber guard hairs 24:1, and are
used for thermoregulation90. Given their predominance in giving fur its shape, we only consider down hairs
in our analysis. Just like in a sponge, the compression height of fur is most dictated by its porosity ε, the








Uncompressed cat fur, just like a bird’s down feathers, is mostly air, with porosity values approaching
one (0.97 for domestic cat, 0.98 for tiger, 0.99 for snow leopard). This large fraction of air provides the cat
excellent insulation from the elements. As the tongue presses down on the fur during grooming [Figure
21A], air evacuates, decreasing fur porosity as shown in Figure 21B. We calculate the ensuing value of
porosity by considering the geometry of the hairs.
In Eq. (15), we consider a rectangular prism of fur, with fur height hfur, and width and length of the
tongue WT, and LT as shown in Figure 21A,B. The air volume Vair can be written as the total volume
Vtotal minus the volume Vhairs of all hairs in this region. Each down hair is cylindrical with a radius rhair and
length Lhair. The total hair volume is the product of the volume of each hair πr
2
hairLhair, and the number of






Simplifying and rearranging Eq. (16) gives us the relationship between fur depth hfur, the distance between







Eq. (17) makes sense: the more the hair layer is compressed, the lower the porosity. We can take Eq.
(17) to its very limits by considering the maximum compression of fur. The closest the cylindrical hairs can







We use this value of the minimum porosity to determine the minimum compressed height of fur. In
addition, we measure fur density, hair radius, and hair length by hand at the Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Harvard University for species Acinonyx jubatus, Caracal caracal, Felis sylvestris, Panthera pardus,
Panthera leo, Panthera uncia, and Panthera tigris; additional fur density and length values are gathered from
literature101–103 and purchased fur samples. These values of ρfur, rhair, and Lhair are given in Table 4 in
Appendix A, and are inputted into Eq. (17) to estimate the minimum compressed fur height for different
cats. For example, we find that the domestic cat can compress its fur from 37 mm to 1.2 mm, a tiger from
30 mm to 0.6 mm, and a persian cat from 81 mm to 2.6 mm.
Figure 21C shows the relationship between minimum compressed fur height and papillae height for
different cats. We use the average cat papillae length of hpapillae=2.3 ± 0.2 mm for cats without a tongue
sample. We see that the data separates into two distinct regimes, depending on the height of the compressed
fur. If the papillae can reach the skin during fur compression (hpapillae ≥ hfur), we categorize these cats as
“groomable”. The caracal, cheetah, and leopard are the most “groomable” cats, due to their short, sparse
fur. These cats should have no difficulty grooming themselves. The snow leopard has a fur height of 0.6 mm
and a papillae height of 2.3 mm, but even it can still groom.
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Figure 21: Fur compression during grooming. (A) Grooming schematic. (B) Fur compression
schematic. As the tongue presses down on the fur, air is evacuated, reducing porosity. (C) Theoretical
compressed fur height hfur and measured papillae height hpapillae, with dashed line indicating hpapillae = hfur.
Ungroomable cats lie above the line (hpapillae < hfur), and groomable cats lie below the line (hpapillae ≥ hfur).
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Conversely, if the papillae cannot reach the skin (hpapillae < hfur), fur matting and tangles may occur,
making the cat “ungroomable”. Long-haired domestic breeds, such as Persian cats, are notoriously known for
matted fur; our results validate this observation, as these Persian breeds fall into the “ungroomable” region.
While the papillae and the fur are on different parts on the body, we show that there is a morphological
connection to enable grooming. In the next section, we measure the amount of fluid wicked into fur during
grooming by both tongue and papillae, and provide supporting theory based on fur porosity.
4.2 Fur wetting
During grooming, the fur acts like a sponge to absorb saliva. We apply Darcy’s model for wicking in porous
media117 to determine the depth of saliva penetration. The tongue is idealized as an infinite reservoir of
fluid. In reality, the dorsal side of the tongue can only hold a maximum of 0.12 µL of water, and therefore








where K is permeability, Rp is the mean pore radius of the fur, and t is the time in which the fluid reservoir
is in contact with the porous media. We assume that saliva is penetrating an array of cylinders, the hairs,
in the transverse direction. Cat saliva is assumed to have the same surface tension and viscosity as water.





The permeability K of the porous media is determined using the Carman-Kozeny equation for transverse








where k is the Kozeny constant, equal to 10 for transverse flow. Fur has a unique exception to being a porous
media, in that the mean pore radius will change as fluid is introduced. This is due to the fact that hairs are
flexible, and will bend when surface tension forces are applied. As analyzed by Py and Boudaoud120, wet
fibers aggregate into bundles, where the porosity of these bundles is considered to be close-packed hexagonal
packing. Therefore, hairs will form bundles when wetted, decreasing porosity to its lowest attainable value
[Figure 22A,B]. Thus, in our analysis, we use ε = εmin = 0.093.
Just like a sponge, the saliva can penetrates deeper the longer it is in contact with fur. For grooming,
the contact time t ∼ LTvgroom scales as the ratio of tongue length and grooming velocity vgroom. We substitute
this contact time into Eq. (19) to estimate the depth the fluid has seeped. Fluid will fill the air pockets
between hairs; therefore, the theoretical volume of fluid wicked into the fur Vfluid is:
Vfluid = εhsalivaWTLgroom, (22)
where Lgroom is the lick length during the grooming scenario. By substituting hsaliva from Eq. (19) into Eq.
















Eq. (23) consists of four components: saliva properties, fur and tongue properties, grooming kinematics,
and porosity, respectively. Values for these components are given in Appendix A. Intuitively, Eq. (23) tells
us that the higher the porosity ε, the more fluid will wick into fur.
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Figure 22: Saliva on tongue wets fur. (A) Wetted cat fur. (B) Schematic of wetted hairs clumping,
reducing porosity. (C) Dye released from a saturated cat tongue, for a full grooming lick. (D) Dye released
from a single filled papilla, for a full grooming lick. (E) Saliva deposited onto fur across grooming velocities
using a grooming mimic. Fluid volume deposited onto fur for domestic grooming velocity of vgroom = 220
mm/s falls within a porosity range of 0.093 to 0.3, confirming that hairs clump when wetted.
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We test our prediction for volume of saliva wicked by performing an automated grooming experiment. In
the methods section, we describe the design and construction of a a “grooming machine” that pulls a cats
severed tongue through its own fur. The machine drives the tongue at a fixed normal force and constant
velocity. An image of the path created by a dyed cat tongue is shown in Figure 22C. In our experiments,
we dip a dry tongue in water, let excess fluid drip off, then weigh the wetted tongue. After the tongue is
moved through the fur, we re-weigh the tongue to determine amount of fluid removed during grooming.
Figure 22E shows the water volume released during each subsequent lick of our grooming machine. We
conduct tests using grooming velocities from 20 mm/s to 300 mm/s, with cat grooming velocity equal to 220
mm/s. We measure the maximum water that can be held on a cat tongue, and find that the cat can deposit
50% of its total fluid capacity in a single grooming lick. It is thus critical that the cat retrieve its tongue
between licks to rewet the tongue surface. For domestic cat grooming velocity, 56.6 ± 25.6 µL3 of water is
released in one lick, approximately the volume of an eyedropper drop. This volume falls within range of our
predictions of saliva released, shown by the dashed red and black lines, corresponding to clumped porosity
values from 0.093 to 0.3, indicating that our model has captured the essence of saliva release.
Cat papillae are able to penetrate past the wetted, clumped hairs on the top surface of fur to wet the
dry hairs. Given the time of tongue contact, our prediction for saliva depth is hsaliva = 0.54 mm, assuming
wetted hair clumping always results in εmin = 0.093. Based on tongue compression, the dry fur underneath
will have a porosity range of ε = 0.23 - 0.66. By subtracting hsaliva = 0.54 mm from hfur, we find that
the saliva on the tongue can only ever wet up to half the fur layer, necessitating other ways of wetting. To
wet the dry fur close to the skin, the papillae penetrate into the dry fur layer to distribute saliva from the
cavities.
For the domestic cat, each papilla can hold a maximum of 0.014 µL of saliva, for a total of 4.1 µL across
290 spines, around a tenth of a eyedropper drop. The fluid in the spines accounts for 5% of total fluid on
the top of the tongue. As the fluid-filled papillae move through the fur, the fluid wicks into the hairs. The
lick length at which fluid will be emptied Lempty from the papillae can be found by equating the volume in
the spine to the volume wicked out:
Vcavity = εhsalivawcavityLempty (24)
where hsaliva is porous penetration depth from Eq. (19), and wcavity is the papilla cavity width. For an
ideal scenario, where a cavity is full at 0.014 µL, and using a wetted porosity value of ε = 0.093, we find
the papillae to empty at Lempty ≈ 6 mm in a single lick, 10% of a grooming lick length Lgroom = 63 mm.
Although the saliva in the papillae is at maximum 5% of the tongue saliva, this saliva can be inserted quite
deeply into the fur, as shown by the blue dye released from a single cat papilla in Figure 22D.
4.3 Thermoregulation
Unlike humans, primates, and horses, cats do not have sweat glands on their skin to keep cool121, with
exception of paws. It has long been hypothesized that grooming helps cats thermoregulate. Indeed, it has
been shown that wetted fur aids in evaporative cooling in cows122. The cooling effect of sweat or saliva is
due to the high heat of vaporization of water, pulling large amounts of heat from its surroundings during
evaporation. It has been estimated that around 1/3 of the cat’s evaporative water loss is due to saliva
evaporation in fur123.
For endotherms, the basal metabolic rate (BMR) reflects the amount of energy expended per unit time
at rest, and can be used to estimate the total amount of heat produced by that animal. For domestic cats,
the BMR conforms to an intraspecies allometric scaling124,125 of BMR=293M2/3, where M is body mass in
kg and BMR is in kJ/d. Based on this scaling, a domestic housecat of mass 2.2 kg must expel heat at a rate
of 5.7 watts to not overheat.
From our study, cats distribute saliva throughout their fur using U-shaped papillae. In an ideal scenario,
all saliva held within the papillae would be deposited each lick. If all deposited saliva evaporates, the








Figure 23: Thermal images of a cat grooming its leg. During the groom (left), heat from the tongue can be
seen warming the fur. After the groom (right), evaporation causes a temperature drop of 30◦F between paw
pad and exposed fur.
where Q/t is the cooling rate, m/t is the amount of saliva deposited per unit time, and Lv is the latent heat
of vaporization of water at a body temperature. For the average cat body temperature of 39◦C, the latent
heat of vaporization measures 575 cal/gm. Domestic cats sleep on average 14 hours per day and groom
during 24% of its awake time126; therefore, a cat grooms 2.4 hours per day. Based on the measured lick
frequency and maximum papillae cavity volume, the cat can deposit 73 grams of saliva per day with only
the papillae, assuming papillae are refilled after every lick. We consider only papillae due to proximity to
the skin. We find that cooling rate Q/t can reach a maximum of 2 watts, nearly 40% of the needed heat
release. However, the latent heat is taken not just from the skin (like sweat evaporation), but from the
sensible heat transferred across hairs and trapped air within the fur. The remainder of excess body heat is
expelled through conduction, convection, and radiation across the fur, paws, and ears. This estimation does
not consider the saliva deposited from the tongue tissue, which can generate a temperature difference of up
to 30◦F between skin and topcoat and increase the cooling rate [Figure 23].
What if cats did have sweat glands on their skin? If we assume a sweat gland density (1.2 mil glands/m2)
and perspiration rate (350 gm/day per m2) similar to humans127, sweat cooling rate would be 1.6 watts,
accounting for 30% of the needed heat release. It is unknown why many mammals do not possess sweat
glands; we can speculate that sweat released at the skin would find difficulty in evaporating within dense
fur, due to the reduced convective flow in the trapped air causing an increase in humidity and consequent
decrease in evaporation rate. As shown by Kimmel et al.122, water further away from the skin increases the
total dissipated heat.
4.4 Discussion
Cats have existed for nearly 11 million years, with the first domestic cat Felis catus appearing around 10,000
years ago in Southwest Asia128. Since then, there has been significant breed variation in terms of hair length.
Feline hair length is determined by a gene designated as the L locus, where long hair is the recessive trait129.
Long hair is typically associated with thermoregulation; cats in cold regions need to insulate body heat, but
also need to cool their body during warm seasons. It is well known that saliva spreading aids in evaporative
cooling89, from rats130 to kangaroos131. However, cats do not have sweat glands on their body, only on
their paws121. By spreading saliva along hairs and to the skin, cats are able to pull additional heat from the
body.
A potential problem with saliva distribution in fur is in regards to the cat allergen Fel d 1. It is estimated
that around six million Americans are allergic to cats132, or more specifically the protein Fel d 1. This
protein is highly concentrated within cat saliva, dermis oils, and anal glands. Previous research has shown
high concentrations of Fel d 1 in the fur133,134. Our study on saliva-filled papillae may shed light on how the
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protein is spread via grooming. The current solutions to reduce the allergy are either immunotherapy135, or
to shampoo the cat, which reduces concentration of Fel d 1 in the fur for around a week132. It is our hope
that this research may inspire new grooming tools for felines that both aid in hair grooming and potential
removal of the Fel d 1 protein.
4.5 Chapter Summary
The cat tongue is a multifunctional tool, capable of distributing saliva to clean and cool the fur layer. In
our study, we found that this unique cavo papillae exists on cats both large and small, and is long enough
to penetrate through most all fur layers to the skin. This penetration allows the cavo papilla to distribute
saliva to the root of the hairs. The saliva in the papillae and on the tongue is pulled onto the hairs through
wicking, which we model using Darcy’s capillary model for wicking in porous media. We mimic this grooming
mechanic using a grooming machine, and a real cat tongue and cat fur sample. We find that with our theory,
we expect a compressed fur porosity between 0.1 and 0.2, similar to what is measured when wetted hairs
clump together. With the addition of the wetted tongue, close to 50% of the saliva is distributed to the fur
during a single lick, however is only able to penetrate up to 50% of the fur depth.
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CHAPTER V
BIOFLUIDS IN WETTING AND ADHESION
An additional aspect of this thesis is in regard to biofluids for wetting and grip. In this chapter, we explore
how fluids wet the surfaces of textured tongues, and how non-Newtonian earwax aids in dust collection.
These topics reveal interesting findings, and warrant further attention in future research.
5.1 Wetting of tongues
Figure 24: Drop spreading on a pig tongue ex vivo. (A) Multiple exposures of a drop of blue dye
spreading. The fluid front z was measured from drop center to the drop edge. (B) Time-course of position
of fluid front z. Fluid imbibes through the papillae with a front that moves with t1/2, following a balance
between capillary pressure and viscous dissipation.
Saliva plays a key role in maintaining oral health as well as aiding in digestion, speech and sensation. How
does saliva flow on a dry tongue versus a wet tongue, and how does papillae size change flow rate? We first
consider a dyed water drop impacting a dry tongue of the pig Sus scrofa Figure 24. The pig tongue has
soft filiform papillae of measured length 0.2 mm. Tracking of drop shows that it spreads with a time course
z = 1.6t0.5 mm (R2 = 0.99). This scaling exponent (0.5) from our pig tongue experiment in Figure 24
matches well with the 1/2 exponent predicted by Eq. (5). The front moves at a peak velocity of 1.6 mm/s,
and with decaying speed as the drop spreads. According to the measured scaling, if a dry pig tongue were
exposed to only a single drop of fluid with no forced flow, it would take nearly an hour of wicking for the
tongue, of measured length 192 mm, to become fully wet. To increase the spreading rate of saliva, animals
compress their tongue with food and the roof of the mouth.
We now consider a deer tongue, which has rigid filiform papillae of length 3.7 mm. We dip a dry deer
tongue [Figure 25A, left] and a wet deer tongue [Figure 25A, right] into a vat of food dye, then film
the rate of fluid progression up the tongue using time-lapse videography. In a vertical wicking scenario for
a dry deer tongue, capillary force is resisted by both viscous force and gravitational force. To simplify this
problem, we assume flow between N number of parallel plates with a known velocity profile. For two plates
with spacing 2w=0.37 mm and height h=0.5 mm, the flow is characterized by:
(2h+ 2w)ρ cos(θ)
2ρhw
− gz − 3(2h+ 2w)µzż
2ρhw2
= 0, (26)
where θ, ρ, and µ are the contact angle, density, and viscosity of water, respectively. Using MATLAB,
we solve Eq. (26) for z, and compare to the wicked area [Figure 25B]. While spacing and heights are
approximate, the time rate of change of area matches well with the experimental data. Next, we soak a fresh
deer tongue in water, then immediately dip the tongue into the vat of food dye. The motion of the fluid can
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be characterized by diffusion, which is also plotted in Figure 25B. Fluid is found to wick faster in a dry
tongue than in a wet tongue due to the large capillary forces.
5.2 Eaxwax as a dust collector
We now consider the role of earwax in dust collection within the inner ear canal of mammals. The ear is
subject to invaders such as dust, insects, mud and even feces. Earwax is composed of keratin, cholesterol
and long chain fatty acids136. The secretion of earwax has long been though to protect the ear and remove
intruders137. However, the function of earwax is not fully understood. Earwax is known to gather on
epithelial cells in the outer third of the ear canal, and migrates to the canal opening over the course of 11
weeks138.
We first photograph earwax within the human ear canal in-vivo using a USB microscope with an endo-
scopic attachment. As shown in Figure 26A,B, the earwax is observed to create web-like surfaces between
hairs in the ear canal, in addition to earwax drops generating the ”beads-on-a-string” effect found only in
viscoelastic fluids139. Next, we perform a 2D CFD analysis on air circulation within the ear canal [Figure
26C]. Assuming a human running pace of 1.5 m/s, with human ear canal dimensions, we find that circulation
happens within the outer third of the ear canal. Surprisingly, earwax production occurs only in the outer
third of the ear canal136. Lastly, we collect samples of earwax from rabbit, pig, sheep, and dog as shown in
Figure 27A and perform a frequency sweep test in a cone-plate rheometer. From the rheological data, we
show that earwax is a shear-thinning fluid, where viscosity drops with increasing shear rate [Figure 27(B)].
At least 2 trials were performed for each earwax sample. The viscosity for all tested animals follow the same
curve given by:
η = −0.97γ̇ + 3.1 (27)
where η is the shear viscosity and γ̇ is the shear rate. From literature, we compare the ear canal diameter
and length for a variety of species140–146 and show that ear canal length L and diameter D scale with
mammalian mass as L,D ∼ M1/3 [Figure 27C]. From this study, we show that all mammalian earwax is
non-Newtonian, following the same shear-thinning curve regardless of species.
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Figure 25: Fluid wicking up a deer tongue ex vivo. (A, left) A dry deer tongue immersed in a vat
of green food coloring. Flow is driven by surface tension forces, and restricted by gravity and viscosity. (A,
right) A wet deer tongue immersed in a vat of green food coloring. Dye travels up the fluid layer on the
tongue via diffusion. (B) Experimental data matches well with theory for both a dry and a wet deer tongue.
A wet tongue is able to pull fluid faster than a pre-wetted tongue.
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Figure 26: Earwax coating hairs within the human ear canal. (A) Two separate images of earwax
within human subject 1. The earwax is shown to create web-like surfaces between hairs, increase total surface
area in contact with the air. (B) Two separate images of earwax within human subject 2. The earwax is
shown to coat individual hairs, producing ”beads-on-a-string” structures.
Figure 27: Earwax and ear canal properties. (A) Earwax samples collected from sheep, pig, dog, and
rabbit. (B) Viscosity of earwax. We find that earwax is a shear-thinning fluid, and the viscosity of all tested
animals follow the same relationship regardless of species. (C) Ear canal dimensions versus animal mass.




In the world of research, it is common that a new tool or technique be invented for progress to occur. In this
chapter, we present the two inventions developed during the thesis, and the potential applications beyond
the intended study.
6.1 Elo-Rheo
When testing biofluids, it can often be important to characterize both the shear and extensional properties,
which can vary drastically. Fluids such as pitcher plant mucus147, sundew plants5, and spider silk148 are
composed of long-chain glycoprotein networks, which give the fluids unique adhesive properties through
viscoelasticity. The highly adhesive nature of these fluids categorizes them as bio-adhesives, which exhibit
unique strain hardening properties during normal separation; extensional viscosity increases by orders of
magnitude as strain rate increases. The extensional rheometer was developed to measure the extensional
properties of fluids by stretching samples to large strains, then measuring forces or rate of change in fluid
thread diameters. During the study of the frog tongue, we wished to test elongational viscosity of several
mammalian and amphibian salivas, a property rarely recorded. The elongational viscosity provides insight
on adhesive grip, as there is no way to compare how well these fluids would function as adhesives in live prey
capture scenarios.
In the field, portable methods to compare biological fluids are both inaccurate and expensive. While
professional extensional rheometers, such as the CaBER or FiSER, provide accurate measurements, they
are expensive and not portable. Many biological samples (such as saliva) degrade within hours; once the
sample reaches the machine, the fluid properties may have changed dramatically. There is a need for quickly
measuring fluid samples directly in the field; lab settings may affect animal saliva response or the saliva
sample. On-site data analysis machines are being made possible by technology; for example, SCUVA (self-
contained underwater velocimetry apparatus) is helping to provide in-situ field measurements of animal-fluid
interactions149.
We developed a lightweight, portable extensional rheometer, titled Elo-Rheo, for under $1,000 Figure
28. The machine works by pulling a single plate vertically using a rack-pinion system, driven by an encoded
brushed motor. Elo-Rheo is capable of separating plates at rates up to 1 m/s. To measure fluid-thinning
behavior, the plates can be pulled apart exponentially, while a separate high-speed camera can observe the
change in diameter of the fluid thread. A Futek miniature S-Beam load cell can be attached to the base
plate, measuring the associated forces during fluid separation.
At a later point in the thesis, Elo-Rheo retrofitted into a grooming machine, to aid in the cat tongue
study Figure 29. The machine was turned on its side, allowing a feline tongue to be attached to the top
plate and dragged through various fur samples. The fur samples were attached to a AMTI HE6x6 force
plate, which measured the simulated grooming forces in the X, Y, and Z directions.
6.2 The cat tongue brush
How well does a cat tongue detangle fur as compared to a hairbrush? We looked to answer this question
during the thesis by developing a cat tongue mimic at 4 times the size of a real tongue. Using the µCT
scan of a domestic cat papilla, we 3D printed a simplified papilla without the cavity using a Formlab
stereolithography machine (a resin-based 3D printer). We then embedded an array of 3D-printed papillae
in a silicone substrate [Figure 30A]. Upon testing of the silicone, we found that the material had 4 times
the stiffness of a real cat tongue (ex-vivo). We attached the artificial cat tongue to the newly retrofitted
Elo-Rheo, then measured the associated forces during grooming of a fake nylon fur sample. For similar
normal forces, we find that the cat tongue mimic can de-tangle fur faster and with less force than a standard
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hairbrush [Figure 30B]. Another benefit of the anisotropic papillae is the ease of hair removal; we find that
a swipe along the papillae direction removes nearly all the trapped fur in a matted roll Figure 31.
We are currently developing a new revision to the brush, where the spines are able to wick fluid from
a central cavity in the hairbrush using similar principles to the cat papillae. We filed a provisional patent
titled “Hairbrush inspired by cat tongue grooming mechanics” (U.S. patent application No. 62/585,651),
and look to commercially develop the product. This novel brush may have applications pet medicine, where
applying dermal medicine to fight pet bacterial infections can be expensive, stressful, and time-consuming.
Additionally, this may provide a way to distribute dye in human hair, aid in removal of allergens from pet
fur through leave-in shampoo’s, and even carpet-cleaning solutions.
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Figure 28: Elo-Rheo. (top, left) CAD model of Elo-Rheo. (top, right) Final photo of Elo-Rheo. (bottom)
Alternative views of Elo-Rheo.
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Figure 29: Elo-Rheo, retrofitted. Elo-Rheo retrofitted into a grooming machine, to test grooming forces
with a real cat tongue.
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Figure 30: 3D-printed cat tongue mimic. (top) Slice of a domestic cat tongue, illuminated using UV
dye and a black light. (bottom) 3D-printed mimic, displaying flexibility similar to the cat tongue.
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We have reported the results of a combined experimental and theoretical thesis on the role of tongues and
bioadhesives for gripping, grabbing, and grooming. In chapter 3, we investigated how shear-thinning saliva
and a soft, elastic tongue aids in prey capture at high tongue accelerations. We first tested the shear viscosity
of frog saliva, collected from 16 frog tongues of species Rana pipiens. We found that the saliva is a shear-
thinning non-Newtonian fluid, where viscosity changes drastically with shear rate. At low shear rates, frog
saliva is 175 times more viscous than human saliva. At high shear rates, frog saliva becomes 50 times less
viscous. During prey impact, a low viscosity saliva is better at penetrating rough surfaces and increasing
contact area, much like paint on a wall. During retraction of prey, a high viscosity allows the insect to
stick to the tongue. We model the saliva during prey capture using the theory of Stefan adhesion, where
viscous fluids resist high rates of separation. We find that the frog tongue is 10 times softer than the human
tongue. This extreme elasticity allows the tongue to stretch during prey capture, minimizing forces on prey
which could induce separation. Viscoelastic damping within the tongue also helps reduce applied forces on
insects by as much as 30% by aborbing stored elastic energy. The frog tongue could inspire novel reversible
adhesives, capable of gripping onto a number of diverse surfaces.
In chapter 4, we discovered that the unique cavity morphology of the cat papillae on the tongue aids
in distributing saliva deep into the feline coat. Using papillae samples taken from 6 different cat species,
we find that the cavo papillae maintain near identical size and shape regardless of cat mass. Using data
gathered on fur properties of numerous cat species, we find that the papillae length equals or exceeds the fur
depth when compressed during grooming, allowing the cat to penetrate its fur to the hair root. Exceptions
to this papillae/fur relationship include long-haired domestic breeds of cats, whose long fur does not allow
full penetration of papillae. Additionally, we analyze the papillae resistance to rotation (ex-vivo) up to
perpendicular to the tongue surface, and find that resistance increases exponentially. This resistance ensures
that papillae reach full penetration depth during grooming, and prevents food from falling out of the mouth
during eating. We model saliva distribution on the fur using Darcy’s capillary model for wicking in porous
media. We find that the tongue also holds saliva, and volume deposited through porous wicking corresponds
to a wetted fur porosity between 0.098 and 0.3. We analyze the capacity for saliva evaporation to aid in
thermoregulation, and find that deposited saliva can account for up to 40% of the needed heat release.
In chapter 5, we discuss how other biofluids aid in wetting and grip to particulate. We consider how fluid
flows across small papillae on a pig tongue, and wicks up a rough deer tongue. We observe a dyed water
drop impacting a dry pig tongue, and find that the wicking rate spreads with a time course of t1/2, matching
well with the 1/2 exponent predicted by the diffusion law of Bico and Quere in Eq. (5). In a separate
experiment, we vertically dip a deer tongue into a vat of dyed water, and observe the fluid progression up
the tongue using time-lapse videography. We find that the fluid wicks in a fractal pattern; the flow matches
well with the theory that surface tension forces are being resisted by both gravitational and viscous forces.
In a separate study, we analyze the role of earwax for dust collection within the inner ear. We observe the
earwax within the human ear canal to create web-like surfaces between hairs. We collect earwax samples
from rabbit, pig, sheep, and dog, and find that the earwax is viscoelastic, with viscosity for all animals
matching the same shear-thinning curve.
In chapter 6, we present the two inventions developed during the thesis: Elo-Rheo and the cat tongue
hairbrush. Elo-Rheo is an inexpensive, portable elongational rheometer built to test saliva samples in
the field, with the goal of avoiding saliva degredation. The machine was retrofitted to replicate grooming
kinematics between ex-vivo cat tongues and fur. To replicate the tongue of the cat, we developed a hairbrush
using µCT scans of actual cat papillae embedded in a silicone substrate. The hairbrush demonstrates the
anisotropic nature of the papillae, which allows for easy removal of fur post-groom. The 3D-printed cat
tongue mimic shows how anisotropic, flexibly-embedded papillae aid in hair detangling and removal.
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